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Beauty contests are auction mechanisms used to buy or sell differentiated products where the auctioneer
does not specify a decision rule to pick the winning bidder. Beauty contests are widely used in procur-

ing welfare-to-work projects, freelance services, selling online ads, real estate transactions, and hiring, dat-
ing/marriage decisions. Unlike price-only auctions, beauty contests have no closed-form bidding strategies
and suffer from nonmultiplicatively separable unobserved auction heterogeneity, which makes their estimation
challenging. To address these challenges, we formulate beauty contests as incomplete information games and
present a two-step estimator. A key contribution of our method is its ability to account for common-knowledge
auction-specific unobservables using finite unobserved types. We show that unobserved auction types and
distributions of bids are nonparametrically identified and recoverable in the first step using a nonparametric
Expectation-Maximization (EM)-like algorithm, and that these can then be used in the second step to recover
cost distributions. We present an application of our method in the online freelancing context. We find that seller
margins in this marketplace are around 15% of the bid, and that not accounting for unobserved heterogeneity
can significantly bias cost estimates in this setting. Based on our estimates, we run counterfactual simulations
and provide guidelines to managers of freelance firms.

Data, as supplemental material, are available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/mksc.2015.0929.
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1. Introduction
A beauty contest auction is a procurement mecha-
nism where the auctioneer does not specify an allo-
cation rule or a decision rule to pick the winning
bidder. Beauty contests are typically used in differ-
entiated product settings where considerations other
than price are of importance to the buyer. In beauty
contests, sellers submit multidimensional bids (e.g.,
price, reputation, speed of delivery), and the buyer
awards the contract to a seller of his choice. Beauty
contests are thus distinct from scoring auctions where
a deterministic scoring rule, specified by buyers and
known to sellers, is used to decide the outcome. This
paper focuses on beauty contests in which a seller has
a set of attributes and then chooses an optimal bid
given her own attributes and beliefs on the buyer’s
allocation rule. Figure 1 presents a couple of examples
of beauty contest auctions.

The term “beauty contest” comes from beauty pag-
eants, where the winner is chosen by a commit-
tee that does not announce any scoring or selection
rule a priori. While beauty is an important attribute,
contestants realize that other attributes matter too,
e.g., compassion and general knowledge. Auction
mechanisms that share these features of beauty pag-
eants are usually referred to as beauty contests. See

Klemperer (2000, 2002) and Janssen (2002) for de-
tailed descriptions of beauty contests and discussions
on the relative merits of beauty contests versus tradi-
tional auctions.1

Beauty contests are used in private and public sec-
tor procurement. Governments use them to procure
welfare-to-work projects (Bruttel 2004), to sell 3G li-
censes (e.g., Spain, Sweden, Bangladesh), and in mili-
tary contracting. In the private sector, beauty contests
are used to procure television franchises (Cabizza and
Fraja 1998), and are used by small businesses to find
freelance programmers (Yoganarasimhan 2013). The
popular Google Adwords and Facebook ads auctions,
which generate over $4 billion in quarterly revenues

1 Procurers often prefer beauty contests over scoring auctions for
two reasons. First, it is costly in time and effort for buyers to spell
out optimal scoring rules, especially when there are a large number
of bid dimensions. Second, beauty contests do not bound buyers
to a scoring rule. This insures them against changes in own pref-
erences (e.g., modifications in project specifications) and environ-
mental conditions (e.g., changes in economic conditions) in the time
between the announcement of the scoring rule and the final deci-
sion. Conversely, because beauty contests lack transparency, they
can suffer from agency problems if the procurer is a middleman,
whose objective function includes factors irrelevant to the maxi-
mization of profits from the procurement. Klemperer (2002) argues
that beauty contests are plagued by the perception, if not reality, of
corruption and favoritism.
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Figure 1 Two Examples of Beauty Contest Auctions

   

Note. The circled bid is the one chosen by the buyer.

(Google 2013, SEC 2012), can also be interpreted as
beauty contests as they are multiattribute auctions
where the allocation rule of the auctioneer is not
observable. Apart from these obvious examples, any
setting in which an agent invites bids from a set
of discrete alternatives and makes an optimal choice
without using prespecified allocation rules can be
interpreted as a beauty contest, e.g., real estate bid-
ding, hiring or employment transactions, and mar-
riage/dating decisions.

There are three central questions of interest to re-
searchers and managers in this area. These questions
are: (1) What is the sellers’ equilibrium bidding strategy,
and the buyers’ equilibrium allocation rule? (2) What
is the underlying distribution of seller costs, and can
we estimate it without making any parametric assump-
tions on sellers’ types or buyers’ unobserved prefer-
ences? Information on seller costs is fundamental to
understanding the market and to answering impor-
tant questions such as: How much market power
do sellers have and how competitive is the market?
(3) What are the managerial implications of modify-
ing various aspects of the market? For example, who
is more valuable in this two-sided market: buyers or
sellers? In this paper, we present a structural frame-
work to estimate beauty contest auctions and answer
the above questions.

There are three primary challenges in modeling and
estimating beauty contest auctions. First, the unob-
servability of buyers’ allocation rule is problematic
because sellers’ equilibrium strategy is a function of
their beliefs about buyer behavior. Hence, in addition
to modeling the seller side, we need to infer buyer
behavior from the data. Second, we do not have a
closed form solution for a seller’s bidding strategy.
The multidimensionality of bids and the unobserv-
ability of the buyer’s allocation rule implies that the
first order condition of seller profit is no longer a
simple analytical relationship between the distribu-
tion of observed bids and seller’s unobserved cost.
Hence, information on the distribution of bid prices
is not sufficient to infer seller costs, as is common

in the auctions literature (Guerre et al. 2000). Third,
there may be auction-specific variables that are visi-
ble to sellers, but not to the researcher, i.e., auction-
specific unobserved heterogeneity. Not accounting for
such auction-specific unobservables can lead to biased
estimates of seller costs. For example, in Figure 1,
auction B is a more difficult job on unobservable
dimensions (to the researcher) compared to auction A
because it requires mobile app development skills.
Hence auction B invites higher bids than auction A.
A model without unobserved heterogeneity will mis-
takenly attribute the high bids to high underly-
ing seller costs, when in fact, high bids should be
attributed to the unobserved difficulty of the job.

In this paper, we formulate beauty contest auc-
tions as two-stage games of strategic interaction with
incomplete information. We present a two-step esti-
mation method that can address these three chal-
lenges and recover the underlying distributions of
seller costs. Our method not only builds on the litera-
ture on nonparametric estimation of auctions (Guerre
et al. 2000, Athey and Haile 2007) but also leverages
the large and growing literature on two-step estima-
tion of games (Aguirregabiria and Mira 2007, Bajari
et al. 2007, Pesendorfer and Schmidt-Dengler 2008,
Bajari et al. 2010).

We show that the joint distributions of seller at-
tributes and bid prices with finite unobserved auc-
tion types are nonparametrically identified in sealed
bid auctions with independent bidders. We then
propose a two-step estimator similar in spirit to
Arcidiacono and Miller (2011) to accommodate com-
mon knowledge unobservables for continuous state
space problems. We use a kernel-smoothed non-
parametric Expectation-Maximization (EM)-like algo-
rithm (similar to that in Benaglia et al. 2009a) to
recover nonparametric estimates of underlying bid
distributions as functions of observable attributes and
unobservable auction types, as well as the population
distribution of unobserved types in the first step. At
this stage, we also estimate the buyers’ allocation rule.
In the second step, we obtain a numerical estimate of
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the expected probability of winning the auction for
a given seller using the first stage estimates. These
are then plugged into the first order condition of the
seller’s maximization problem to infer the seller’s pri-
vate cost. Armed with the inferred private cost for
each seller, we then estimate the nonparametric dis-
tribution of seller costs as functions of observed and
unobserved state variables.

Our method requires two key assumptions. First,
conditional on bids, a buyer’s equilibrium decision
is independent of auction-specific unobservables. For
example, in procurement auctions, the unobserved
difficulty of the job may act as a common shock on all
sellers’ costs, i.e., all sellers may quote higher prices
for a difficult job. These prices obviously affect buy-
ers’ decisions. However, the shock itself is assumed to
be irrelevant to the buyer’s decision. If this assump-
tion is violated, our estimator is still applicable, but
requires parametric assumptions on buyers’ deci-
sions (an extension we present in §6.6.2). Second,
auction-specific unobservables may affect bid prices
conditional on entry, but not the types of bidders
entering the auction. This assumption is satisfied if
the maximum bid is nonbinding and there are no
bidding costs.

Our method has many advantages. First, it can be
used to estimate auctions that do not have prespecified
allocation rules. Second, it is computationally simple
and does not require us to solve for equilibrium bid-
ding strategies, which is a challenging task in this
complex setting. Third, it does not require any para-
metric assumptions on seller types, seller attributes
or bid distributions. Fourth, it does not require us to
take a structural stance on the buyer’s decision pro-
cess. In auctions with sufficiently small state spaces,
the entire estimation procedure can be nonparamet-
ric. Of particular importance, our method provides
a new solution to the problem of unobserved auc-
tion heterogeneity. In general, allowing for auction-
specific unobservables is difficult even in first price
auctions. The key challenge lies in separately identi-
fying the impact of two unobservables in a bid, i.e.,
the unobservable cost of the seller and the unob-
servable auction heterogeneity. While Krasnokutskaya
(2011) has recently proposed a deconvolution method
to account for auction-specific unobservables in first
price auctions, her method requires a multiplicative
separability assumption, which is not valid in many
settings including ours (see §5 for details). On the
other hand, our nonparametric EM-like algorithm is
relatively simple to implement, does not require the
multiplicative separability assumption, and can be
used to accommodate unobserved heterogeneity in
a vast range of auction settings, including the com-
monly studied first price auction.

We present an application of our model and estima-
tion framework in the context of online freelancing.
Freelance marketplaces are websites that match buy-
ers of electronically deliverable services with sellers
or freelancers. Services procured through these web-
sites fall under the categories of Web development,
programming, writing, translation, design, and mul-
timedia (Kozierok 2011). These websites typically use
beauty contest auctions to match buyers and sellers,
that is, the lowest priced bidder is not the default win-
ner; rather the buyer chooses the winner based on her
discretion. In doing so she may trade off sellers’ repu-
tations, bid prices, and other attributes. In the last few
years, online freelancing has grown tremendously and
generates over $360 million in revenue (Morgan 2011).
Because online freelancing is playing an increasingly
important role in the global labor market, uncovering
the underlying distribution of employee costs is of
paramount importance to many players. First, infor-
mation on seller costs can help us retrieve seller mar-
gins or market power, and understand the extent of
competitiveness in this marketplace. Second, from a
managerial perspective, knowing the distributions of
seller costs can help managers optimize the procure-
ment mechanism on their sites.

In our application, we estimate the distribution of
seller costs in a prominent freelance marketplace and
present the following findings. First, we derive the
inferred dollar values of sellers’ costs for auctions
with a buyer specified nonbinding MaxBid of $500.
We show that cost differences across freelancers can
be explained by heterogeneity in geographic location,
past experience on the site, previous interactions with
the buyer, and by unobserved auction heterogeneity.
Specifically, we show that there are three unobserved
types of auctions, which we call Low, Medium, and
High, respectively, with the following distribution:
Low type—17.07%, Medium type—46.47%, and High
type—36.45%. Low type auctions have low seller
costs; the inferred cost distribution for these auctions
is first order stochastically dominated (FOSD) by that
of Medium type auctions that have moderate costs,
which in turn is FOSD by distribution of costs for
High type auctions. The dollar amount of the margins
in this marketplace is not very high, with average per-
centage margins around 15% of the bid, i.e., the mar-
ketplace is quite competitive, and consequently sellers
do not enjoy much market power.

Second, we find that not accounting for unobserved
heterogeneity can significantly bias the estimates of
seller costs. Without unobserved heterogeneity, there
is a significant overprediction of costs for Low type
auctions, a good amount of underprediction of costs
for High type auctions, and some overprediction for
Medium type auctions.
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Third, we conduct three counterfactuals to exam-
ine the impact of policy changes on site revenues.
In the first experiment, we address the most impor-
tant question that managers of two-sided markets
face: Who is more valuable to the marketplace, buy-
ers or sellers? While an increase in the supply of
buyers or sellers always has a positive impact on
site profits, we find that for the same percentage
increase, buyers are preferable to sellers. For exam-
ple, a 40% increase in seller supply only leads to a
5.5% revenue increase, whereas in the case of buy-
ers it leads to nearly five times as much increase
in revenue (25%). Hence, when growing their busi-
ness, managers of freelance sites should focus on the
buyer side. In the second experiment, we examine
the relative importance of the three unobserved auc-
tion types. Because there is a significant difference
between the bids placed in High and Low type auc-
tions (over $150), managers face the following impor-
tant question: Should the site encourage high value
auctions and discourage low and medium value auc-
tions to improve commission revenues? Interestingly,
we find that all three auction types are almost equally
valuable. While High type auctions invite higher bids
and bring in larger commissions, they also clear at
lower rates. Thus, their overall contribution is not
much higher than Low/Medium type auctions, which
clear at lower prices, but with higher frequency. So
the site should not promote one type of auction at the
expense of others. In the third experiment, we infer
the relative value of sellers from different geographic
regions. This is a key question for freelance sites that
position themselves as intermediaries that match buy-
ers from developed countries with sellers from devel-
oping countries. We find that sellers from the Indian
subcontinent are the least valuable and those from
developed English-speaking countries are most valu-
able to the site. Thus even sites that focus on off-
shoring may derive value from attracting local sellers.

In sum, our paper makes three key contributions to
the literature. First, from a methodological perspec-
tive, we provide an empirical framework to model
and estimate beauty contest auctions. Our frame-
work is fairly general and can be adapted to suit
a large class of auction problems that lack observ-
able buyer allocation rules and closed form solu-
tions to seller strategies. Of particular importance,
our method can handle nonmultiplicatively separable
auction-specific unobservables. Second, from a sub-
stantive perspective, we derive the sellers’ cost dis-
tributions in a prominent freelance marketplace and
show that freelancing is a competitive industry with
low seller margins. We also show that not accounting
for unobservables in this market can significantly bias
estimates of seller costs. Third, from a normative per-
spective, our work offers guidelines to managers of

freelance sites by helping them to evaluate the relative
value of the two sides of the market and the value of
players from different geographies.

2. Related Literature
Our paper relates and contributes to many broad
streams of literature in marketing and economics.

First, our paper relates to the theoretical litera-
ture on procurement of differentiated products using
auction mechanisms. Starting with Che (1993), many
researchers have considered multidimensional scor-
ing auctions (Branco 1997; Asker and Cantillon 2008,
2010), where sellers submit bids on quality and price.
The focus of this literature is mechanism design, i.e.,
it seeks to identify the auction mechanism that max-
imizes buyers’ expected profits. While our setting is
similar to those used in the above papers, we cannot
import the closed-form solutions from them into our
empirical analysis for two reasons. First, in our case,
quality (and other pay-off relevant attributes) cannot
be modified by sellers, i.e., sellers can only optimize
their bid price. Second, our setting is a beauty con-
test, not a scoring auction; buyers’ preferences are not
perfectly observable to us.

Second, our paper contributes to the literature on
nonparametric estimation and identification of auc-
tion models that aim to infer the distributions of sell-
ers’ private costs from observed outcome data. Guerre
et al. (2000) developed this approach in the context
of first price auctions with Independent Private Val-
ues (IPV) symmetric bidders. It uses the relationship
between the equilibrium distributions of observed
bids, a seller’s private cost, and her bid, to back out
her private cost. The original method has been aug-
mented in many directions; for example, Li et al. (2002)
extend it to the Affiliated Private Values (APV) set-
ting; Li et al. (2003) allow for models with condi-
tionally IPV; Campo et al. (2003) consider asymmetric
bidders and APV; and Hong and Shum (2002), Haile
et al. (2003), Guerre et al. (2009), and Krasnokutskaya
(2011) discuss methods to control for unobserved auc-
tion heterogeneity. See Athey and Haile (2007) for a
detailed overview of the past work on nonparametric
approaches to auctions. The main difference between
the previous papers and our paper is that we do not
have closed form expressions for sellers’ equilibrium
strategies. Here, the expected probability of winning
is not only a function of the observed distribution of
bids but also of the unobserved allocation rule used by
buyers. Thus, our proposed estimation and identifica-
tion framework expands the range of auction settings
that are amenable to nonparametric estimation.

Third, our paper relates to the literature on the esti-
mation of strategic games in marketing, e.g., super-
market entry models (Singh and Zhu 2008, Orhun
2013), demand estimation with social interactions and
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joint consumption (Hartmann 2010, Narayanan 2013),
product introductions (Draganska et al. 2009), net-
work effects (Shriver 2015), and pricing strategies
(Ellickson and Misra 2008, Ellickson et al. 2012). See
Ellickson and Misra (2011) for an excellent survey
of this literature. The main difference between these
papers and ours is that they study discrete decisions,
whereas in our case the decisions are continuous.

Fourth, our paper relates to the literature on online
auctions. Bajari and Hortacsu (2004) provide a detailed
discussion of recent advances and the remaining chal-
lenges in this area. In the marketing context, Yao and
Mela (2008) model seller and buyer behavior and esti-
mate the impact of varying commission rates and
the value of sellers to the marketplace. Of course,
these papers pertain to price-only auctions, not beauty
contests.

Finally, our paper relates to a small, but growing
literature on procurement auctions without prespeci-
fied allocation rules (Jap and Haruvy 2008, Haruvy
and Jap 2013). Our paper closely relates to Yogana-
rasimhan (2013), who presents a dynamic structural
framework to quantify buyers’ valuations of seller
reputations. There are three key differences between
the two papers. First, her focus is building a partial
equilibrium model of the buyer’s optimization prob-
lem taking the sellers’ side as given. Here, we aim to
uncover the distribution of private costs by modeling
sellers’ strategic bidding behavior and buyers’ choice
decisions in a static setting. Thus, we forgo dynamics
to solve a full-equilibrium model. Second, the techni-
cal challenges that the two papers address are very
different. In the former, the main issue is controlling
for dynamic selection within auctions, whereas our
challenge is controlling for unobserved auction het-
erogeneity. Third, because we have a full-equilibrium
model, we can answer a broader set of questions that
Yoganarasimhan (2013) cannot.

3. Empirical Framework
We first present the basic model and estimation
framework, and then expand it to include unobserved
auction heterogeneity in §5.

3.1. Set-Up
We use a nomenclature consistent with procurement
auctions, i.e., the auctioneer is the buyer and bid-
ders are sellers. All of the players are risk-neutral. We
use script letters to denote functions, capital letters to
denote sets of variables, and small letters to denote a
single variable. Table 1 summarizes all of the nomen-
clature and variables used in the model set-up.

There are n buyers, indexed by i, who conduct one
sealed bid beauty contest auction each, referred to as
auction i, with some abuse of notation.

Table 1 Nomenclature

Variable Description

Auction-specific
observables (Ai )

Oi Observable auction and buyer
attributes of auction i

qi Number of bids received by auction i

ri Commission rate charged by the
third-party conducting the auction

Auction-specific
unobservable

vi Latent type of auction (drawn from k

finite types)
Population probability of type k = �k

Seller attributes Xj i Seller-specific state variables for
bidder j in auction i

cj i Seller j ’s cost doing job i

Seller decision bj i Seller j ’s bid in auction i

Equilibrium
distributions

G4 · 5 Equilibrium distribution of bids and
seller attributes

P4 · 5 Buyer i ’s probability of choosing
seller j given competing bids
8X−j i 1 b−j i9 or CCP

S4 · 5 Bidder j ’s expected probability of
winning auction i

Note. CCP, Conditional choice probability.

Auction-specific Variables. Auctions are allowed to
be heterogeneous through a set of observed state vari-
ables Oi, which is common knowledge, i.e., known
to the buyer and all sellers. It includes buyer-specific
variables that are constant for the duration of the auc-
tion, properties of the auctioned object, and a non-
binding maximum bid (MaxBid) or the maximum
price that the buyer is willing to pay.

In practice, auctions are usually conducted by a third
party who coordinates the entire process. In such
cases, the third party charges a commission on suc-
cessful transactions; the commission is paid by the
winning seller or the buyer. In this analysis, we as-
sume that the winning seller pays a percentage com-
mission, ri, on her bid amount. Modifying the model
so that the commission is paid by the buyer is
straightforward.

Auction i receives qi bids, where qi is known to
or observed by all sellers.2 Hereafter, we refer to
8Oi1 qi1 ri9 as Ai, the complete set of observed auction-
specific variables. Ai constitutes all of the attributes
of the auction that are invariant across sellers and
observed by the researcher.

Seller-specific Variables. Sellers are indexed by j , and
for auction i, j ∈ 81121 0 0 0 1 qi9. Let 8cji1Xji9 be the state
variables that seller j is endowed with at the begin-
ning of auction i. Specifically, Xji is the set of observ-
able seller attributes that are relevant to the auction,
i.e., which affect buyer i’s probability of choosing

2 Extending the model to allow for scenarios where sellers do not
know the number of bidders is straightforward. In such cases, we
would assume that sellers know the conditional distribution of the
number of bids, H4qi �Oi1 ri5.
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seller j . It is assumed to be fixed for the duration of
auction i, that is, seller j cannot optimize on it.3 In
a freelance setting, Xji may include variables such as
the rating/reputation of the seller and her geographic
location. While the seller has control over these factors
in the long run, she is unlikely to be able to change
these attributes in the short run. Further, cji is seller
j’s private cost of completing the project specified in
auction i. It can be expressed as

cji ≡ cji4Oi1Xji1 c̃ji50 (1)

Intuitively, a seller’s cost of providing a service can
vary with her own attributes, with the auction’s at-
tributes, and a private shock c̃ji (Athey and Haile
2007). For example, experienced programmers may
have lower programming costs and experienced buy-
ers may be easier (less costly) to work for. The cost
shock c̃ji is assumed to be drawn from a distribution
F4c̃ji5 that is independent of 8Oi1Xji9. For notational
simplicity, we henceforth denote cji4Ai1Xji1 c̃ji5 as cji.
Finally, we denote the seller’s decision variable or bid
as bji.

Timeline of the game. We consider a sealed bid beauty
contest auction with three stages. At stage 1, buyer i
posts the auction and the auction-specific variables,
Ai = 8Oi1 ri1 qi9, become visible to the sellers. At
stage 2, each seller j ∈ 811 0 0 0 1 qi9 submits a bid bji to
the buyer, at which point the buyer observes 8bji1Xji9
for all submitted bids. At stage 3, the buyer makes a
decision di, and chooses one of the submitted bidders
as the winner (di = j) or chooses the outside option
(di = 0, i.e., rejects all bids).

Buyers’ Information Set. Buyers know the auction at-
tributes, Ai, and the bid price and seller attributes for
each bid 8bji1Xji9.

Sellers’ Information Set. Seller j knows own attributes
8cji1Xji9, auction attributes Ai, and the joint distribu-
tion of seller costs and types, cji and Xji, given Ai.
They do not observe the costs, bids or attributes of
the other sellers.

3.2. Sellers’ Optimization
Let X−ji = 8X1i1 0 0 0, X4j−15i1X4j+15i1 0 0 0 1Xqii

9 and b−ji =

8b1i1 0 0 0 1 b4j−15i1 b4j+15i1 0 0 0 1 bqii9 be sets of the attributes
and prices of all of the bidders in auction i, except j .
The expected utility of seller j in auction i, from choos-
ing bid bji, is

u4Ai1Xji1cji1bji5= 6bji41−ri5−cji7·Sji4Xji1bji �Ai51 (2)

where ri is the commission rate, Sji4Xji1 bji �Ai5 is
j’s expected probability of winning in equilibrium
given auction attributes Ai. We work with expected

3 The set of observable seller attributes, Xji , is assumed to be veri-
fiable by the buyer and cannot be falsified by the seller.

probabilities because seller j does not observe the
attributes or prices of other bidders in sealed-bid auc-
tions. Sji4 · 5 can be further expanded as follows:

Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5 = E
[

Pji4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5
]

=

∫

Pji4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5

·G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai5d4X−ji1b−ji �Ai51 (3)

where Pji4Xji, bji, X−ji, b−ji �Ai5 is buyer i’s equilibrium
probability of choosing seller j given Ai, seller j’s own
attributes and price 8Xji1bji9, and the attributes and
prices of all other bidders in the auction, 8X−ji1b−ji9.4

Pji4·5 can be interpreted as the observed probabilis-
tic outcome of some unobserved decision rule used
by the buyer. Hence, it can be denoted or interpreted
as the buyer’s Conditional Choice Probability (CCP).
G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai5 is the equilibrium probability distribu-
tion of seller attributes and bid quotes of the other
qi−1 sellers in the auction.

When the buyer-specified maximum bid is non-
binding, we have an unconstrained maximization
problem,5 and the seller’s optimization problem can
be expressed as

max
bji

6bji41−ri5−cji7·Sji4Xji1bji �Ai50 (4)

The First Order Condition (FOC) of this problem is

6bji41−ri5−cji7·
¡Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5

¡bji

+41−ri5·Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5=00 (5)

This, in turn, can be rearranged to obtain the seller
cost, cji, as

cji = �
(

Ai1Xji1bji1G4·51P4·5
)

= 41−ri5

[

bji+
Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5

¡Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5/¡bji

]

0 (6)

3.3. Assumptions
We make the following assumptions. Note that these
assumptions are standard in the auctions literature,
and that whenever possible, we either empirically test
them or provide robustness checks. We also present
detailed discussions of their implications on identifi-
cation, and the trade-offs involved in relaxing them.
See §§3.4 and 6.6.2 for details.

4 The buyer’s equilibrium CCP, Pji4·5, need not be assumed to
depend on the commission rate ri because the commission is paid
by the winning seller, and hence not relevant to the buyer.
5 In settings with nonbinding maximum bids, the estimated cost
distributions are uncensored (Athey and Haile 2007).
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Assumption 1 (Conditional Independence). In
sealed-bid auctions, conditional independence follows nat-
urally, i.e., sellers are drawn independently from a joint
distribution F4c̃ji1Xji �Ai5.

Conditional on auction attributes, sellers’ types
8c̃ji1Xji9 are not correlated within an auction. This
assumption is analogous to the independent pri-
vate values assumption in standard auction models
(Guerre et al. 2000). Note that this does not rule
out correlation within Xji, between Xji and cji, and
between 8cji1Xji9 and Ai. For example, it allows for
a scenario where sellers with good reputations also
have lower costs, and one where buyers are more
likely to attract sellers from the same geographic
region as themselves. The main advantage of this
assumption is that it implies that sellers’ bids and
attributes 8Xji1bji9 can be drawn independently from
G4Xji1bji �Ai1vi5.

Assumption 2 (Continuity and Monotonicity).
We assume that, Pji4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5, the probability
of winning, is continuous and twice differentiable in bji
and b−ji. It is assumed to be strictly decreasing in bji and
strictly increasing in b−ji.

According to this assumption, keeping everything
else constant, an increase in own bid leads to a lower
probability of being chosen, and an increase in an
opponent’s bid price increases own probability of
winning. This assumption is similar in spirit to con-
dition C2 of Theorem 1 in Guerre et al. (2000).

Assumption 3 (Second Order Condition (SOC)).
The SOC of the seller’s maximization problem is assumed
to be satisfied.

6bji41−ri5−cji7
¡2Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5

¡b2
ji

+241−ri5
¡Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5

¡bji
<00 (7)

Note that ¡Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5/¡bji<0, 1−ri>0, and
under individual rationality constraints, 6bji41−ri5−
cji7>0. Hence, for condition (7) to be satisfied, we
require that ¡2Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5/¡b

2
ji is not too positive,

i.e., we assume that the function Sji4Xji1bji �Ai5 is not
too convex.

Assumption 4 (Symmetry and Private Informa-
tion). All auctions and buyers are assumed to be symmet-
ric after accounting for Ai, and all sellers are assumed to
be symmetric after accounting for 8Xji1bji9. This implies
that Pji4·5=P4·5 ∀j1i.

Given a draw of 8Ai1X−ji1b−ji9, seller j’s probability
of winning auction i is the same as that of another
seller k if her attributes and price are the same as k’s.

Private information imposes restrictions on the extent
to which unobservables (to the researcher) are com-
mon knowledge in the system; it assumes that there
exists no seller-specific variable that is visible to both
the buyer and seller, but which is unobservable to
the researcher. Note that it does not rule out buyer-
specific unobservable preferences; it only assumes
that sellers are not privy to realizations of such unob-
served tastes. Finally, it assumes that there exists no
auction-specific state variable that is observable to the
buyer and affects his decision, and is observable to
the sellers and affects their costs, but is unobservable
to the researcher. In §5, we present some relaxations
of this assumption.

Assumption 5 (Zero Bidding Costs). Bidders are
assumed to have zero costs associated with learning their
costs of doing the job and in preparing the bid.

This ensures that sellers do not systematically enter
or avoid auctions based on some seller-specific vari-
ables. For example, if it were costly to place a bid,
those with very high costs or those with unfavorable
attributes (e.g., low reputation) may choose not to
bid at all because their expected returns from bidding
may be lower than the cost of bidding.

This assumption ensures that the estimated cost dis-
tributions are uncensored. It is reasonable in Internet
settings, where sellers’ costs of learning about auc-
tions and submitting bids is negligible, as opposed to
timber or art auctions, wherein sellers have to spend
a significant amount of time learning about their own
valuation of the products and bid preparation.

Equilibrium. A symmetric Bayesian Nash equilib-
rium of this incomplete information game consists
of a bidding strategy for sellers, bji =�4Ai1cji1Xji,
G4·51P4·55, and a bid selection strategy for buyers,
P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5. The existence of a pure strategy
BayesianNashequilibriumcanbeestablishedfollowing
the arguments in Athey (2001), Athey and Levin (2001),
and McAdams (2003). Moreover, with the assumption
of unique equilibrium in data and Assumptions 1–4, for
a given CCP of the P4·5, there exists a unique best
response function �4Ai1cji1Xji1G4·51P4·55.

3.4. Identification
With the assumptions listed above, it is easy to see
that P4·5 and G4·5 are nonparametrically identified in
the data. That is, given a set of state variables, the
probability that a buyer will choose a given bid and
the joint distributions of bids and seller attributes can
be nonparametrically inferred from data. Combined
with the FOC, this ensures that the conditional cost
distribution, F4cji �Xji1Ai5, is identified. The key idea
is that, after controlling for the heterogeneity in auc-
tions and sellers and the strategic behavior of sellers,
the variation in bids is assumed to stem purely from
the variations in the private costs of sellers.
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Note that all of the unobservables in this model are
the private information of agents. Private information
is nonstrategic in that it does not enter the opponent’s
optimization problem; whereas common knowledge
information is strategic in that other players can con-
dition their own optimization on it. Allowing for
common knowledge unobservables can jeopardize the
identification of P4·5 and G4·5; see Einav (2003) for a
detailed discussion of this issue. However, it is pos-
sible to relax some aspects of this assumption. In §5,
we expand the model to allow for auction-specific
common knowledge unobservables that affect sellers’
costs. We discuss its identification in §5.2.

4. Estimation
Recall that the lack of a prespecified buyer alloca-
tion rule and the multidimensionality of bid attributes
implies that this problem does not have a closed
form bidding strategy. However, our specification of
beauty contest auctions as incomplete information
games allows us to estimate cost distribution without
actually solving for the optimal bidding strategy.

We now outline our two-step estimation strategy in
detail. The key equation of interest is the rearranged
FOC of the sellers’ optimization problem

cji = �4Ai1Xji1bji1G4·51P4·55

= 41−ri5

[

bji+
Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5

¡Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5/¡bji

]

1 (8)

where Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5 and 4¡Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5/¡bji5
−1 are the

numerical estimates of bidder j’s expected probability
of winning auction i and its derivative w.r.t. to j’s bid.
We can write out Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5 as

Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5 =

∫

P̂4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5

·Ĝ4X−ji1b−ji �Ai5d4X−ji1b−ji �Ai50 (9)

Hence, to obtain numerical estimates of Ŝ4·5 and
4¡Ŝ4·5/¡bji5

−1, we need to estimate P4Xji1bji1X−ji,
b−ji �Ai5 and G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai5, which represent sellers’
beliefs on the probability of being chosen given a set
of state variables and the equilibrium distribution of
bids. Under the assumption of rational expectations
and unique equilibrium in data, these distributions
are available from data, which we estimate in the first
step. In the second step, we use first step estimates to
simulate the expected probability of winning, and its
derivative.

Estimation of beauty contest auctions is thus differ-
ent from the estimation of the traditional first price
auctions (Guerre et al. 2000). In first price auctions, the
expected probability of winning and its derivative are

simply the cumulative density and probability density
of the bid distribution at the observed bid. Thus, infor-
mation on observed bids is sufficient to back out the
distribution of seller costs. By contrast, in beauty con-
tests, the researcher needs to estimate the joint distri-
bution of bids and seller attributes, as well as estimate
the buyers’ CCP or allocation rule. Moreover, expected
probabilities of winning and their derivatives are not
directly available from the first step estimates; rather,
they have to be obtained using simulations. We discuss
the estimation steps in detail below.

4.1. First Step Estimation
In the first step, we estimate the buyers’ decision rule
or CCP, their derivatives, and the equilibrium distri-
butions of bids and seller attributes. We describe each
in detail now:

• CCP—P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5.
This is the probability that seller j will win auction i

given state variables 8Ai1Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji9. Given the
assumption of no common knowledge unobservables,
these probabilities are directly available from data fol-
lowing Hotz and Miller (1993). They are identified
and can be estimated without making functional form
assumptions.

• Derivative of the CCPs—
4¡P4Xji1 bji, X−ji, b−ji �Ai5/¡bji5

−1.
This is readily available from P4·5 by comput-

ing the numerical derivative. Note that P4·5 and
4¡P4·5/¡bji5

−1 simply capture predicted outcomes and
rate of change of the predicted outcomes as functions
of observed state variables. Hence, we do not need to
model or take any stance on the buyers’ optimization
problem to consistently estimate them.

• Joint distributions of equilibrium bids and seller
attributes—G4Xji1bji �Ai5.

These distributions represent sellers’ expectations
on the competitors’ bids and attributes in equilibrium.
With sufficient data, they can be obtained directly
from the data.

All of the above distributions can be estimated
using sieve estimators or kernel densities when the
researcher has large samples and a relatively small
state space. However, with large state spaces, finite
samples may not be amenable to purely nonpara-
metric methods. In such cases, the researcher may
use semi-parametric or parametric methods to max-
imize the fit or the predictive ability of these first
stage models.

4.2. Second Step Estimation
Given the first step results, we obtain the numerical
estimates of Ŝ4·5 and 4¡Ŝ4·5/¡bji5

−1 for each seller j ,
in each auction i in the data, as follows:

• Step 1. Make 4qi−15 draws of equilibrium seller
attributes and bids from Ĝ4Xji1bji �Ai5. Denote these
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draws as: X̃−ji=8X̃1i10001X̃4j−15i1X̃4j+15i10001X̃qii
9and b̃−ji=

8b̃1i10001b̃4j−15i1 b̃4j+15i10001b̃qii9. Together with j’s own at-
tributes and bid, this constitutes one simulation of
auction i.

• Step 2. Using the qi−1 simulated draws from
Step 1 and j’s own attributes and bid, obtain the prob-
ability of being chosen and its derivative, P̃4Xji1bji1

X̃−ji1b̃−ji �Ai5 and ¡P̃4Xji1bji1X̃−ji1b̃−ji �Ai5/¡bji.
• Step 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 L times and take the

averages to obtain

Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5 =

∑L
l=1P̃4Xji1bji1X̃

l
−ji1b̃

l
−ji �Ai5

L
1 (10)

¡Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai5

¡bji

=
1
L

L
∑

l=1

¡P̃4Xji1bji1X̃
l
−ji1b̃

l
−ji �Ai5

¡bji
1 (11)

where 8X̃ l
−ji1b̃

l
−ji9 is the lth set drawn (from Step 2).

While one set of draws is sufficient for consistency,
we set L=11000 in our estimation to improve the effi-
ciency of the results.

Finally, using Equation (9), we infer the costs of
each seller j in each auction i, which are then used
to nonparametrically estimate the cost distribution for
different levels of observed auction characteristics.

5. Unobserved Auction Heterogeneity
So far, we have assumed that all unobserved variables
are private information. However, in many settings,
factors that affect seller costs may be common knowl-
edge among all bidders, but invisible to the researcher.
For example, in the freelancing context, all sellers may
perceive a project to be more difficult or challenging
based on the project description, and thus condition
their bids on this information. However, it is diffi-
cult for the researcher to infer project difficulty from
project descriptions. It is well known that not account-
ing for such common knowledge unobservables can
bias estimates of sellers’ private costs.

Auction-specific unobservables can arise from a
number of factors, such as the difficulty of the job, the
choosiness of the buyer, and the urgency of the job.
All of these affect the sellers’ bidding strategies, but
are unobservable to the researcher. Consider the two
similar auctions A and B in Figure 1 that differ in dif-
ficulty levels. Auction A is a simple web-development
job that requires no special skills, whereas auction B
requires mobile app development skills and program-
ming in objective C. Bidders in A will take into
account the easiness of the job and bid low (and antic-
ipate low bids from other bidders), whereas those in B
will bid high (and anticipate high bids from others).

Thus the observed distribution of bids for both auc-
tions would be very different. If we do not account for
the unobserved difficulty of the job in our estimation,
we will incorrectly attribute the high bids in auction B
to high costs of sellers and low bids in auction A to
low seller costs. Allowing for auction-specific unob-
servables avoids this incorrect inference.

In general, allowing for auction-specific unobserv-
ables is difficult even in simple first price auctions.
The challenge lies in separately identifying the impact
of two unobservables on a bid, i.e., the unobserv-
able cost of the seller and the unobservable auction
heterogeneity. A seller who bids high may do so
because she has high programming costs or because
the job is inherently difficult even for skilled pro-
grammers. Thus, separating these two instances is
essential for identification. In the context of first price
auctions, Krasnokutskaya (2011) shows that the dis-
tribution of auction-specific unobservables and the
distribution of seller costs are both separately iden-
tified if auction-specific unobservables enter seller
costs multiplicatively.6 She then uses a deconvolu-
tion method to recover both of these unobservables.
However, Krasnokutskaya’s (2011) identification (and
estimation) rests firmly on the multiplicative separa-
bility assumption: cji =vi · c̃ji, where vi is the unob-
served type of the auction. For first price auctions,
it is easy to show that multiplicative separability in
costs translates to multiplicative separability in bid-
ding strategies⇒�4cji5=vi ·�4c̃ji5. This ensures that
the seller’s margins are multiplicatively separable
in vi, and thereby allows her to use a deconvolution
estimator.

Unfortunately, in our setting, multiplicative separa-
bility of vi in costs does not translate to multiplicative
separability of vi in bids. In fact, the existence of
an outside option completely rules it out. If every-
one raises their bid by a factor vi, the proba-
bility of being chosen certainly does not remain
the same; it decreases by an unspecified amount
because the buyer can simply choose not to buy.
Hence, the deconvolution estimator presented by
Krasnokutskaya (2011) does not work for our setting.

Two potential solutions from the literature can be
imported to solve this problem. First, if we are willing to
assume that unobserved heterogeneity affects some,
but not all, outcomes, then estimation is straightfor-
ward. For example, Campo et al. (2003) and Haile
et al. (2003) assume that auction-specific unobserv-
ables affect seller’s decision to enter the auction, i.e.,
the number of bidders in the market, but not the

6 Multiplicative separability is conceptually no different from addi-
tive separability since the monotonic ln transformation of a mul-
tiplicatively separable function gives us an additively separable
function.
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bids. In such settings, unbiased estimates of costs can
be obtained by simply conditioning the bid distribu-
tions and choice probabilities on the number of bid-
ders in the auction (as we already do). While this is
a relatively simple fix, the assumptions necessary to
implement it are not valid in our setting.7 Second, if
the unobserved auction heterogeneity can be recast
as unobserved buyer heterogeneity (e.g., some buy-
ers are more difficult to work for), and if we have
a long panel of data with repeat observations on the
same buyer, then the first stage can be estimated at the
buyer level. Alternately, if there are different auction
markets and the auctions within a given market are
homogeneous, then the first stage estimation can be at
the market level. Misra and Nair (2011) and Ellickson
and Misra (2012) use this approach in the games con-
text. While this method is ideal if the researcher has
access to data sets with long panels of buyers and if
the only source of unobserved heterogeneity is from
the buyer (rather than the auction), such data sets are
seldom available in auction settings.

To address these drawbacks, in this paper we present
a novel solution to accommodate auction-specific un-
observables through a set of finite types. Our method
is similar in spirit to that proposed by Arcidiacono
and Miller (2011) for discrete games. We provide a
constructive proof of identification of nonparamet-
ric mixtures of bid distributions based on the litera-
ture on nonparametric identification of mixtures with
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) draws
(Hettmansperger and Thomas 2000, Elmore et al.
2004), and propose a two-step estimator that includes
a smoothed nonparametric EM-like algorithm in the
first step to account for finite types of unobservables
(Benaglia et al. 2009a).

5.1. Model with Unobserved
Auction Heterogeneity

We now modify the model in §3 to include an auction-
specific unobservable vi, which is independent of the
observables Ai, and which is drawn from a set of
finite types vi ∈8v11v210001vK9. Let �k be the popu-
lation probability that an auction is an unobserved
type k (see Table 1). Now the cost retrieved from the
FOC of the sellers’ profits is

cji = 41−ri5·

[

bji+
S4Xji1bji �Ai1vi5

¡S4Xji1bji �Ai1vi5/¡bji

]

1 (12)

7 An example of a case where this would work is: Suppose there is
randomly induced heterogeneity in how well an auction is adver-
tised to sellers. Then, bids would not be affected by the advertise-
ment, though the number of bidders would be affected. However,
in most realistic settings, if auction-specific unobservables influence
sellers’ entry, then they are also likely to affect bid prices.

where S4Xji1bji �Ai1vi5=
∫

P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5 ·
G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5d4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5. The main differ-
ence between the FOC of this model and the one with-
out unobserved heterogeneity is that S4·5 is now a
function of vi. Recall that cost cji can vary with seller
and auction attributes. While previously, this included
only observed seller and auction attributes, now it
also includes the unobservable vi. Hence, cji in Equa-
tion (12) can be expanded as cji4Ai1vi1Xji1c̃ji5. How-
ever, as before, to keep the notation simple, we denote
it as cji.

5.2. Identification with Unobserved
Auction Heterogeneity

We now present a discussion of identification
with unobserved auction heterogeneity. Now
G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5 and P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5 are
not directly available from the data because they
are functions of the unobservable state variable vi.
Moreover, the mixture probabilities �ks must be
identified. Since vi is drawn from a set of finite types,
this devolves to identifying a nonparametric mixture
model.

We start by considering the identification of com-
ponent distributions G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5s and mixture
probabilities �ks. Recall that we have multiple bids
per auction and that these bids are i.i.d. because of
the sealed bid setting. Thus the identification prob-
lem devolves to one of identification of nonpara-
metric mixtures with i.i.d. draws. The basic results
in this setting were established by Hettmansperger
and Thomas (2000) and Elmore et al. (2004). They
show that the identification problem can be recast as
the identification of binomial mixture models using
a simple discretization theorem. Our identification
proof, presented in Web Appendix A (available as
supplemental material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/
mksc.2015.0929), follows along the same lines as
theirs. Note that the identification result holds as
long as the number of bids per auction is greater
than or equal to 2K−1. For instance, with two unob-
served types, we need at least three observed bids per
auction.8

We now explain this identification constraint using
a very simple example. Consider a setting with two
unobserved auction types with population probabili-
ties � and 1−�. Suppose that each auction gets two

8 Note that this identification problem is distinct from the identi-
fication of nonparametric multivariate mixture models, where the
draws are independent but not identical. Hall and Zhou (2003)
were the first to examine this general problem; Allman et al. (2009)
provide the complete solution to it. Identification is actually easier
without the assumption that draws are identical and is achieved as
soon as the number of draws per unit is at least three, irrespective
of the number of unobserved states. See Theorem 8 in Allman et al.
(2009) and the subsequent discussion for details.
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i.i.d. bids that can each take on one of two values:
High (H) and Low (L). Let the probability of L and H
bids for a Type 1 auction be a and 1−a, and the corre-
sponding probabilities for a Type 2 auction be b and
1−b. We thus have three parameters, 8�1a, and b9,
to identify. In terms of data, we have three types
of observed outcomes, 8HH1LL1LH9, and three cor-
responding observed probabilities, Pr4HH5, Pr4LL5,
and Pr4LH5. Since Pr4LH5 is just 1−Pr4HH5−Pr4LL5,
we essentially have two equations to work with.
These are: Pr4LL5=� ·a2 +41−�5·b2 and Pr4HH5=� ·

41−a52 +41−�5·41−b52. With two equations and three
parameters, the system is not identified. On the other
hand, if we had three i.i.d. bids per auction, the num-
ber of equations would increase to three (because we
would have four possible outcomes 8HHH1LLL1LLH1
and HHL9); so the system is just identified. Thus,
for a given number of unobserved types, we need
a minimum number of bids to obtain nonparametric
identification. Intuitively, the identification arguments
treat an auction as a unit and the bids within an auction
as independent draws from the same unit. Thus, varia-
tions in bids within an auction are treated as stochastic
errors, while variations across auctions are attributed
to unobserved heterogeneity. To reliably separate the
stochasticity of bids and unobserved types in a non-
parametric sense, we need enough draws of bids within
an auction.

Next, consider P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5, which is
the buyer’s CCP. Unfortunately, this is not nonpara-
metrically identified because we only observe one
decision by the buyer in each auction. Without repeat
buyer decision observations within the same auction,
there is no way to separately identify K underly-
ing CCPs, P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5s, from the sin-
gle observed probability distribution P4Xji1bji1X−ji1
b−ji �Ai5. The intuition behind this nonidentification
result is as follows: When two buyers with the same
observed state variables make different decisions, we
do not know whether the difference in the decisions
is due to the inherent stochasticity of the decisions
or to the buyer-auction-specific unobservable vi. See
Kasahara and Shimotsu (2009) for a detailed non-
identification proof. Therefore, we make the following
assumption.

Assumption 6 Conditional on bids, buyer i’s equilib-
rium decision rule does not depend on the auction-specific
unobservable vi. That is, P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5≡
P4Xji1bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5 ∀vi.

Assumption 6 implies that common shocks to sell-
ers’ costs can influence buyers’ decisions only through
bid prices. For example, in freelance auctions, the
unobserved difficulty of the job is allowed to act as
a common shock on all sellers’ costs, i.e., all sellers
may quote higher prices for a difficult job, and these

prices obviously affect buyers’ decisions. However,
the shock in and of itself is assumed to be irrelevant to
the buyer’s decision. To the extent that a buyer only
pays the actual bid, this is reasonable.9

However, if the researcher believes that: (a) vi has
a significant impact on buyers’ decisions, even after
accounting for its impact through the bid price, and
(b) she is willing to forgo nonparametric identifica-
tion, then she may parameterize the buyers’ decision
rule; then it is possible to simultaneously estimate
nonparametric mixtures of bid distributions and a
parametric mixture model of buyers’ decisions in the
first step of estimation. We present this extension
in §6.6.2. Alternately, if the researcher is willing to
treat vi as simply buyer-(and not auction-)specific
unobservable, and has long buyer panels, then she
may estimate the decision rule at the buyer level.

Finally, note that once G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5 and P4Xji1
bji1X−ji1b−ji �Ai5 are identified and retrieved, then the
conditional cost distribution, F4cji �Xji1Ai1vi5, is nat-
urally identified; there is a one-to-one relationship
between bids and costs.

5.3. Estimation with Unobserved Auction
Heterogeneity

The estimation of P4·5 and its derivative proceeds
as before because it is a function of vi. Hence,
the main challenge lies in estimating bid distribu-
tions, G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1vi5, which now depend on vi

and hence are not directly available from the data.
We observe bid distributions G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai5. For each
realization of Ai, we need to recover K distributions,
G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1v

k5s, and the population distribution of
the K unobserved types. Moreover, this entire exer-
cise must be nonparametric because parameterization
of bid distributions can bias the estimates of seller
costs. To address these challenges, we use a nonpara-
metric EM-like algorithm to estimate the components
G4X−ji1b−ji �Ai1v

k5 and �ks.
As before, in the first step, we estimate the buyer’s

decision rule or the CCP, its derivative, the equilib-
rium distributions of bids and seller attributes, and
the population distribution of unobserved types. The
estimation of the buyer’s decision and its derivative
are the same as that described in §4.1 since it is not
conditioned on vi. Below, we discuss the estimation
of G4Xji1bji �Ai1vi5 and �ks.

5.3.1. EM-Like Algorithm to Estimate Nonpara-
metric Mixtures of Bid Distributions. We now pres-
ent a nonparametric EM-like algorithm to estimate the
individual components of mixture distributions. Our

9 This assumption can be restrictive if the buyer’s outside option
on canceling a job is to do it himself; the unobserved difficulty of
the job will influence his decision. In such cases, our estimator is
not directly applicable.
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algorithm is similar in spirit to the one proposed by
Benaglia et al. (2009a), which has been used to esti-
mate nonparametric mixture models in other settings.

Note that we are careful to call the algorithm de-
scribed below EM-like (and not EM). Traditional EM
algorithms for parametric models have theoretical
properties such as nondecreasing likelihood at each
step of the EM (Dempster et al. 1977). However, non-
parametric models are not estimated using Maximum
likelihood and the standard results from the EM lit-
erature do not extend to this setting. Nevertheless,
EM-like algorithms are now increasingly used to esti-
mate nonparametric mixtures and are generally well
behaved (Benaglia et al. 2009b).

Instead of the EM-like algorithm, we can also
use a Majorization-Minimization (MM) algorithm that
guarantees convergence. See Levine et al. (2011) for
details. However, there have been no documented sit-
uations where MM-algorithms converge and EM-like
do not. Hence, we stick to an EM-like algorithm.

Basic Setup. Consider a setting wherein seller at-
tributes, Xji, are a set of continuous state variables.
Recall that the unobserved type vi comes from a finite
set, 8v110001vK9. So there are K−1 population proba-
bilities (�ks) to be estimated. Let �ik denote the poste-
rior probability that auction i belongs to unobserved
type k, given observed bids. Next, let Ai take H pos-
sible levels, Ai ∈8A11A210001AH 9. Then all of the bids
in the data can be partitioned into H groups based on
observed auction attributes Ai. For example, auctions
with Ai =A1 go into group 1; those from auctions
with Ai =A2 go into group 2, and so on. It is essen-
tial that the total number of groups be small enough
so that each group has sufficient data. This can be
challenging in finite samples, especially if Ai has con-
tinuous variables or if the state space is large. A sim-
ple solution is to lump together groups for which
the joint distributions of Xji and bji look similar and
make coarser partitions with more data in each group.
We now present an iterative algorithm where each
iteration consists of three steps, i.e., the Kernel Den-
sity Estimation (KDE) step, the Expectation (E) step,
and the Maximization (M) step. Let the initial guess
of both the population and posterior probabilities be
�0

k =�0
ik =1/K ∀k. The superscript denotes the itera-

tion number, which for the initial guess is zero.
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)-Step. Let the di-

mensionality of 8Xji1bji9 be D, and let Z denote a point
in this D-dimensional space. Furthermore, the bids
in each group are indexed by m∈811210001nh9, where
nh is the total number of bids in group h where h∈

8110001H9. Then Gt
h1k4Z �Ah1vk5 denotes the multivari-

ate KD function at observed state variables Ah and
unobserved type vk in iteration t. For each group h,
we have K probability density functions. So overall,
we need to estimate H×K joint distributions of seller

attributes and bid prices. Let �t
mhk be the posterior

probability that bid m in group h is drawn from
an auction of unobserved type k, where �t

mhk =�t
ik

because auction i is the parent auction of bid m.
Because the KDE step precedes the E-step in itera-
tion t, the posterior probabilities from the last step
(�t−1

mhks) are used. We now define Gt
h1k4Z �Ah1vk5 as

Gt
h1k4Z �Ah1vk5

=
1

4�t
h5

D6
∑nh

m=1�
t−1
mhk7

nh
∑

m=1

�t−1
mhk ·K

(

Z−Zm

�t
h

)

1 ∀h1k1 (13)

where �t
h is the bandwidth window for group h in

iteration t, K4·5 is the D dimensional kernel function
satisfying the property

∫

RDK4Z5d4Z5=1, and �t−1
mhk is

the weight attached to each point m.
Expectation-Step. Recall that �t

ik is the probability
that auction i belongs to unobserved type k. In the
E-step, we update the posterior probabilities �t

iks, for
each auction, for this iteration, as follows:

�t
ik =

� t−1
k

∏qi
j=1G

t
h1k4Xji1bji �Ai =Ah1vk5

∑K
k=1�

t−1
k 6

∏qi
j=1G

t
h1k4Xji1bji �A=Ah1vk57

1 ∀k1

(14)

where � t−1
k is the population probability of unob-

served type k from the previous iteration.
Maximization-Step. Finally, in the M-step, we up-

date the population probabilities for this iteration as
follows:

� t
k =

∑n
i=1�

t
ik

n
1 ∀k0 (15)

We iteratively perform the three steps until the pop-
ulation probabilities (�ks) converge, at which point,
we have consistent estimates of the population proba-
bilities of unobserved types, the posterior probability
of an auction belonging to a given unobserved type,
and the H×K joint probability density functions of
seller attributes and bid prices, Gh1k4Xji1bji �A

h1vk5.

5.3.2. Second Step Estimation. We now discuss
the estimation of seller costs. Recall that we have K
unobserved types of auctions. Hence, we need to esti-
mate K cost distributions. To obtain these distribu-
tions, we require numerical estimates of Ŝ4·5 and
4¡Ŝ4·5/¡bji5

−1 for each seller j , in each auction i, for
each unobserved state vk. Below, we describe the steps
in detail.

1. For each type vk belonging to 8v110001vK9, i.e.,
iterate over all unobserved types:

(a) For each bid j in each auction i, i.e., iterate
over all bids in all auctions:

(i) Make 4qi−15 draws of equilibrium seller
attributes and bids from Ĝh1vk4Xji1bji �Ai =Ah1vk5. De-
note these draws as: X̃−ji =8X̃1i10001X̃4j−15i1X̃4j+15i10001

X̃qii
9 and b̃−ji =8b̃1i10001b̃4j−15i1b̃4j+15i10001b̃qii9. Together

with j’s own attributes and bid, this constitutes one
simulation of auction i for vi =vk.
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(ii) Using the qi−1 simulated draws from
Step (i) and j’s own attributes and bid, obtain the
probability of being chosen and its derivative, P̃4Xji1

bji1X̃−ji1b̃−ji �Ai5 and ¡P̃4Xji1bji1X̃−ji1b̃−ji �Ai5/¡bji.
(iii) Repeat Steps (i) and (ii) a large number of

times and take the averages to obtain

Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai1v
k5=

∑L
l=1P̃4Xji1bji1X̃

l
−ji1b̃

l
−ji �Ai5

L
1 (16)

¡Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai1v
k5

¡bji

=
1
L

L
∑

l=1

¡P̃4Xji1bji1X̃
l
−ji1b̃

l
−ji �Ai5

¡bji
1 (17)

where 8X̃ l
−ji1b̃

l
−ji9 is the lth set drawn (from Step (ii)).

(iv) Using the above estimates of Ŝ4Xji1 bji �Ai1

vk5and¡Ŝ4Xji1bji �Ai1v
k5/¡bji andEquation (12), obtain

costs cji.
(b) Perform Steps (i)–(iv) to obtain cjis for each

bid j in each auction i.
2. Generate the nonparametric distribution of costs

for unobserved type vk, using cjis obtained above as
the data points and the posterior probabilities �iks as
the weights.

5.4. Implementation with Discrete or High
Dimensional Seller Attributes

There are two implementation issues with the algo-
rithm described above. First, it does not allow for
discrete seller attributes (i.e., all of the Xjis are con-
tinuous). Second, it has very high data requirements
because it relies on multidimensional KDEs, especially
if there are a large number of seller attributes. In
general, finite sample estimation of high dimensional
KDEs is difficult even without unobserved states be-
cause of the curse of dimensionality. With multi-
modalities due to unobserved states, this problem
is exacerbated because there are clearly areas in the
space where the density of the distribution is low.
Without multimodalities, it is possible to ease the data
burden by using large bandwidths. However, large
bandwidths will smooth out multimodalities, mak-
ing the recovery of the underlying KDEs difficult. To
address this issue, we suggest the following assump-
tion (which we also implement in our estimation).

Assumption 7. The joint distribution of seller attri-
butes and bid prices is multiplicatively separable in seller
attributes and bid prices as follows:

G4Xji1bji �Ai1vi5=GX4Xji �Ai5×Gb4bji �Xji1Ai1vi50 (18)

According to Assumption 7, vi may affect the number
of sellers entering the auction and the prices charged
by those sellers, but not the attributes of those sellers.

This is reasonable to the extent that sellers have com-
plete control over price. Certain types of sellers will
not systematically avoid entering the market since
they can always adjust their prices to account for vi,
on entering. This is true, as long as the maximum
bid is not binding. With a binding maximum bid, this
may no longer be true because some types of sellers
may prefer dropping out of the auction rather than
bidding bounded prices.

With some small modifications, the estimation al-
gorithm described earlier can be made to accommodate
Assumption 7. It would involve a more sequential first
step estimation, as follows: Within the first-step, first
estimateGX4Xji �Ai5, and then use an EM-like algorithm
to estimate Gb4bji �Xji1Ai1vi5. See Web Appendix B for
step-by-step instructions on the modified estimation.

There are two additional points of note about As-
sumption 7. First, it is an assumption of convenience;
it need not be made if the researcher is addressing
only a small number of seller attributes and has access
to large data sets. Second, and more important, it is
testable. In §6.6.2, we present empirical tests to con-
firm the validity of this assumption.

5.5. Discussion
We now discuss how our estimation method relates to
the broader literature on accommodation of common
knowledge or persistent unobservables within two-
step methods.

First, in the context of auctions, compared to
Krasnokutskaya’s (2011) deconvolution estimator, our
method has the advantage that it does not require
the multiplicative separability assumption. Hence,
it can be used to estimate auctions with outside
options and auctions where multiplicative separabil-
ity in costs/values does not translate to multiplica-
tive separability in bids. It is also relatively simple to
implement, even in complex settings such as beauty
contests. However, unlike her method, which allows
for a fully nonparametric distribution of unobserv-
ables, our method relies on the finite mixture assump-
tion, that is, it only allows for a finite set of unob-
served types.

Second, our method relates to the recently pro-
posed CCP-based estimator by Arcidiacono and Miller
(2011), which allows for persistent unobservables
in dynamic settings. The common theme in both
approaches is the use of finite types to account for
unobserved heterogeneity. However, a key difference
is that in the first step we use a nonparametric EM-like
algorithm proposed by Benaglia et al. (2009a). They
use a kernel smoothing procedure to accommodate
continuous state spaces instead of the binning pro-
cedure advocated by Arcidiacono and Miller (2011).
Furthermore, in the second step, we use the FOC
condition to invert costs instead of using a maximum
likelihood procedure.
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Finally, note that our method does not come with
guaranteed convergence or asymptotics for rates of
convergence because we use an EM-like algorithm in
the first step that does not have proven convergence.
However, if the first-step algorithm does converge
and the model used has been shown to be nonpara-
metrically identified, then we can be assured that the
algorithm has converged to the correct parameter val-
ues because there is a unique fixed point in an iden-
tified model.

6. Application: Online Freelancing
We now present an application of our model and esti-
mation framework in the context of online freelancing.
Freelance marketplaces are websites that match buy-
ers of electronically deliverable services with sellers
or freelancers. The most popular freelance market-
places are Elance, Guru, vWorker, ODesk, and Free-
lancer, and the most popular categories of jobs are
Web development, programming, writing, translation,
design, and multimedia (Kozierok 2011). These web-
sites typically use beauty contest auctions to match
buyers and sellers.

While agents can buy and sell services online with-
out going through a freelance marketplace, free-
lance sites help mitigate the risks associated with
trading online by offering escrow systems, arbitra-
tion services, and reputation mechanisms. Specifically,
feedback-based reputation mechanisms address infor-
mation asymmetry problems by collecting informa-
tion on market participants over long periods of time
and making it available to future players. While there
is no theoretical consensus on the robustness of rep-
utation systems (Holmstrom 1999, Cripps et al. 2004),
Yoganarasimhan (2013) shows that the reputation sys-
tems in freelance marketplaces are indeed effective.

Spurred by technological innovations (fast Inter-
net, the growing number of electronically doable and
deliverable jobs) and their ability to connect cheap
labor from developing countries with small business
owners in developed economies, freelance markets
have grown tremendously in the last few years
(Morgan 2011). Uncovering the underlying distribu-
tion of employee costs is paramount to many play-
ers. First, from researchers’ perspective, information
on seller costs can help us retrieve seller margins
and understand the extent of competitiveness in this
marketplace. Second, from a managerial perspective,
knowing the distributions of seller costs can help
managers optimize the procurement mechanism on
their sites. For example, what is the relative value of
attracting more sellers to that of attracting more buy-
ers to the marketplace? Thus, we now estimate the
distributions of seller costs in a prominent freelance
site, and use our estimates to address these questions.

6.1. Setting and Data
Our data comes from one of the leading online free-
lance firms in the 2006–2010 time frame. Site mem-
bership is free and there are no fees for either posting
auctions or for bidding. The site uses a sealed bid auc-
tion format. Most auctions are technology-oriented
and the majority (over 80%) fall under the informa-
tion technology (IT) services category. Our data is
composed of 4,002 auctions posted from January 1,
2006 to December 31, 2010 that have a nonbinding
maximum bid of $500. The site uses a feedback-based
reputation mechanism. After each transaction, buyers
and sellers are allowed to rate each other on a sym-
metric numeric rating scale of 1–10 (with optional text
comments). A rating of 1 stands for very bad and 10
for excellent, and the site enjoys a high feedback rate
with more than 90% of buyers rating the sellers they
worked with.

The site charges a 15% commission on the transac-
tion amount, which is paid by the winning bidder. For
example, if a seller with a bid of $100 wins a project,
the buyer escrows $100 with the freelance site, and
after the project is completed, the site releases $85 to
the winning seller.

We now describe the timeline of the procurement
auctions in our data in detail.

• Stage 1. A buyer with a procurement need initi-
ates an auction by specifying a project title and a short
description of the project. The description usually
consists of information on the deliverables and the
programming skills necessary to perform the job. If
the buyer wants to provide more information, then he
may also include a project attachment that describes
the project in greater detail. He can also specify a
deadline for project delivery, i.e., the number of days
given to the winner to complete the job.

• Stage 2. The site posts the auction on its public
forum, which can be browsed by all of its members.
Sellers can also obtain up-to-date information on new
auctions by subscribing to newsletters from the site.
The auction posting contains information provided by
the buyer (e.g., project description, auction start date)
as well as information on the buyer (e.g., past ratings
and geographic location).

• Stage 3. Sellers submit sealed bids, which are vis-
ible only to the buyer. Each bid contains a link to
the respective seller’s homepage, where the seller’s
attributes are visible, e.g., her past average rating and
geographic location. When submitting the bid, sellers
can see the number of bids the auction has received
so far. In our analysis, we approximate this process
and treat the number of bids received as a variable
that is perfectly observable to sellers. In an extension
in §6.6.2, we allow sellers to have uncertainty on the
total bids the auction will receive and condition their
beliefs on the number of bids it has received so far.
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Table 2 Code for Buyer and Seller Geographic Regions

Region code Countries

1 Indian subcontinent—India, Pakistan, etc.
2 Developed countries—USA, Western Europe, etc.
3 Eastern Europe—Romania, Russia, etc.
4 Everything else—Philippines, China, etc.

• Stage 4. The buyer makes his decision by pick-
ing one of the bidders as the winner or canceling the
project. Cancellation can be interpreted as the outside
option, since the buyer may take a canceled job else-
where (locally or to another freelance site) or do it
himself.

For each auction in our sample, we have the fol-
lowing information:

• The following auction attributes:
� Number of bids received by the auction.
� Indicator for whether the buyer has posted an

attachment describing the project.
� Deadline for project delivery (in days).

• The following buyer attributes:
� Geographic region of the buyer; region codes

are shown in Table 2.
� Total number of past auctions initiated by the

buyer.
� Success ratio; fraction of past auctions in which

the buyer chose a bid. A buyer who has ini-
tiated 10 auctions and canceled three auctions
has a success ratio of 0.7; by default, it is zero
for buyers with zero past auctions. Success ratio
is indicative of the buyer’s inherent choosiness,
the quality of his outside options, or both.

� Number of past ratings and the sum of all past
ratings.

Table 3 Summary Statistics of Auction and Buyer Attributes

Auction and buyer attributes Mean Std. dev 25th 50th 75th (Min, Max) Sample size

All auctions

Number of bids received 11006 12027 3 7 14 4011375 41002
Deadline (days) 19021 32005 0 13 30 41111325 41002
Number of buyer ratings 9096 42066 0 0 5 4017235 41002
Avg. ratings 4062 4089 0 0 10 401105 41002
Avg. ratings (if rated) 9073 0083 9.89 10 10 411105 11900
No. of past uncanceled auctions 7002 18009 0 0 5 4012625 41002
No. of past canceled auctions 8051 29018 0 1 6 4015975 41002
Indicator for attachment with auction Freq. 0=31300 482046%5, Freq. 1=702 417054%5 41002

Auctions where buyer chose a bid

Number of bids received 12052 11014 6 10 16 411875 810
Deadline (days) 26021 51072 5 14 30 41111325 810
Number of buyer ratings 13028 57054 0 1 8 4016035 810
Avg. ratings 5050 4091 0 9.6 10 401105 810
Avg. ratings (if rated) 9085 0046 9.96 10 10 460881105 452
No. of past uncanceled auctions 9062 16081 0 2 11 4011195 810
No. of past canceled auctions 4049 11033 0 1 5 4012115 810
Indicator for attachment with auction Freq. 0=581 471073%5, Freq. 1=229 428027%5 810

Table 4 Region Distributions of Auction and Bids in the Data

Seller region (%)
Buyer
region (%) Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4

1: 5.67 66083 10014 10003 13000
2: 82.68 53047 18085 14030 13039
3: 2.25 58035 8093 16078 15095
4: 9.40 58080 12057 14047 14016

Note. The leftmost column shows the percentage of auctions initiated by
buyers from different regions.

� Mean rating, defined as the “sum of all past rat-
ings/total number of past ratings” if the buyer
has at least one rating, and zero otherwise.

� Tenure on the site, i.e., number of days since
the buyer signed up.

• The following seller attributes for all bids
received:

� Bid price
� Seller’s geographic region (see Table 2).
� Number of her past ratings, sum of her past

ratings, and her mean rating.
� Indicator of whether the seller has worked for

the buyer in the past on this site.
Only 20% of the auctions end with the buyer pick-

ing a bid; the rest are canceled. This is because the
site does not charge any fees for posting/canceling
auctions. So buyers err towards posting, even when
they have good outside options. Table 3 provides an
overview of the auctions in our data by buyer and
auction attributes. There is considerable heterogene-
ity across auctions in the number of bids received.
An average auction receives about 11 bids, with the
median being seven. Auctions in which the buyer
picks a bid tend to receive slightly higher numbers of
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Table 5 Summary Statistics of Seller and Bid Attributes

Seller and bid attributes Mean Std. dev 25th 50th 75th (Min, Max) Sample size

All bids received

Bid price 434083 230087 350 500 500 4851510005 441274
Bid price (if ≤500) 416098 122085 350 500 500 4851510005 431393
Number of seller ratings 18064 49041 0 2 16 401113435 441274
Avg. ratings 5071 4052 0 8.54 9.79 401105 441274
Avg. ratings (if rated) 8099 1062 8.79 9.60 10 411105 281101
Indicator for past interaction with buyer Freq. 0=441045 499048%5, Freq. 1=229 40052%5 441274

Accepted bids

Bid price 306084 151079 180 300 500 48515005 810
Bid price (if ≤500) 306084 151079 180 300 500 48515005 810
Number of seller ratings 46035 94046 6 19 52 401113435 810
Avg. ratings 8085 2077 9.44 9.79 10 401105 810
Avg. ratings (if rated) 9070 0041 9.56 9.83 10 46051105 739
Indicator for past interaction with buyer Freq. 0=732 490037%5, Freq. 1=78 49063%5 810

bids. An average auction has a deadline of 19 days,
i.e., the winning seller has approximately three weeks
to deliver the job. About 18% of buyers post project
attachments.

A sizable portion of buyers (52.5%) have no past
ratings; a small set of them (6.5%) have a mean rat-
ing of 10, with 10 or more ratings. Among uncanceled
auctions, the percentage of buyers without past rat-
ings is lower at 44.2%, and the percentage of buyers
with a very good reputation (mean rating of 10, with
10 or more ratings) is higher at 12.35%. The average
rating for buyers who have been rated at least once
in the past is 9.73. This number is higher at 9.85 for
uncanceled auctions. Most buyers in the data have
previous experience on the site; the median buyer has
posted one successful and one canceled auction. The
median buyer who picks a bid has posted two suc-
cessful auctions and one canceled auction. Overall,
we find that buyers with past experience on the site
and those with good reputations are more likely to
pick a seller and not cancel the auction. Finally, as
shown in Table 4, the majority (82.68%) of buyers are
in English-speaking countries, i.e., Region 2.

Table 5 shows the summary statistics of seller and
bid attributes for two sets of bids, i.e., all of the bids
received and the accepted bids. A large percentage
(36.53%) of bidders have no ratings, but 25% have
more than 16 past ratings. The average seller who has
been rated has a rating of 8.99. About 0.52% of the
bidders have interacted with the buyer in the past.
The average price quoted by sellers is $434.83. While
the majority of bidders quote the MaxBid as their
price (54.54%), many of them also quote much lower
prices, with $85 being the lowest observed quote.
Note that the MaxBid is not binding and a fraction
of sellers actually quote prices higher than $500, with
$5,000 being the maximum quote observed. Unlike
buyers, the majority of the bidders (54.91%) are in the
Indian subcontinent (Table 4). The other three regions

are about equally represented (≈13%–17%). The dis-
tribution of the seller’s geographic region also varies
with the buyer’s region.

There are systematic differences between the dis-
tributions of winning bidders and all of the bidders.
On average, they quote lower prices (Table 5), have
significantly better reputations, are more likely to be
in developed countries, and have a higher likelihood
(9.63%) of past interaction with the buyer.

6.2. Preliminary Analysis
We now present structure-free measures to quantify
the beauty contest aspect of the auctions and the
extent of auction-specific unobserved heterogeneity in
the marketplace.

• Chosen Bid Gap

ChosenBidGapi

=
Chosen bid in auction i−Minimum bid in auction i

Minimum bid in auction i

×1000 (19)

This is the percentage difference between the chosen
bid and the lowest bid. It is a measure of the beauty
contest aspect of the auctions: If buyers place signifi-
cant value on other seller attributes (apart from price),
then this metric is high. In price-only auctions, the
Chosen Bid Gap is always zero.

• Relative Dispersion

RelativeDispersioni

=
Standard deviation of bids in auction i

Mean of bids in auction i
×1000 (20)

This is the coefficient of variation in bids within an
auction, in percentage. A high value means that the
standard deviation of bids in auction i is high com-
pared to the mean, or that there is a considerable
amount of dispersion in the bids received within auc-
tion i. If all sellers quote the same price, then Relative
Dispersion is zero.
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Figure 2 ln4ChosenBidGap+15 for Auctions with Two or More Bids
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First, we present the CDF of ln(ChosenBidGap+1)
in Figure 2 for auctions in our data set that have
received two or more bids (3,511 auctions). In nearly
40% of the auctions, the Chosen Bid Gap is more
than 50%, i.e., buyers are picking sellers with prices
50% greater than the minimum price. This suggests
that factors other than price play a significant role in
these buyers’ decisions, i.e., the beauty contest aspect

Table 6 Bid Price Regressions

Model M1 Model M2
Auction-, buyer-, and seller-specific
explanatory variables Coefficient Std. error Coefficient Std. error

Buyer region=1 30273×10−2 10516×10−2 10723 1.296
Buyer region=2 −10564×10−2 10889×10−2 −10487 90013×10−1

Buyer region=3 30878×10−2 10337×10−2 −90763×10−1 1.236
Number of bids −20863×10−3 20634×10−4 −90115×10−2 50128×10−2

Square of number of bids 10750×10−5 20780×10−6 20939×10−3 10398×10−3

Ind. auction attachment=1 −90390×10−3 60002×10−3 −10796 90941×10−1

ln4Deadline_days+15 10146×10−2 10531×10−3 50610×10−1 20400×10−1

Buyer’s success ratio −10533×10−2 10389×10−2 −10036 80449×10−1

ln4No. of auctions posted by buyer5 30385×10−2 50537×10−3 −70113×10−1 90542×10−1

ln4No. of auctions uncanceled by buyer5 −10118×10−2 80376×10−3 −40135×10−1 60285×10−1

ln4Buyer tenure in days+15 50125×10−3 10445×10−3 30975×10−1 20241×10−1

Indicator no. of buyer ratings=0 80455×10−2 60775×10−2 −10565×102 50265×101

ln4No. of buyer ratings+15 −20726×10−3 50916×10−3 60023×10−1 50675×10−1

Buyer mean rating (centered) 40172×10−3 60862×10−3 −10609×101 5.446
ln4No. of buyer ratings+15×Buyer mean rating (centered) −10070×10−2 40905×10−3 80596 2.977
Indicator no. of seller ratings=0 −30127×10−2 10542×10−2 10076×10−2 10417×10−2

ln4No. of seller ratings+15 30022×10−2 20136×10−3 30445×10−2 10901×10−3

Seller mean rating (centered) −80723×10−3 10755×10−3 −10493×10−3 10611×10−3

Buyer mean rating (centered)×Seller mean rating (centered) −10749×10−4 10033×10−4 −10886×10−4 80940×10−5

Seller region=1 90950×10−2 10733×10−2 60180×10−2 10393×10−2

Seller region=2 40206×10−2 20455×10−2 50030×10−2 10979×10−2

Seller region=3 30560×10−3 20222×10−2 10517×10−2 10833×10−2

Seller region=1 and Buyer region=2 −20786×10−3 10894×10−2 −70567×10−3 10541×10−2

Seller region=2 and Buyer region=2 −10066×10−2 20629×10−2 −20625×10−2 20129×10−2

Seller region=3 and Buyer region=2 −30996×10−2 20443×10−2 −40150×10−2 20005×10−2

Seller region=Buyer region 6= 2 30778×10−3 10480×10−2 −80242×10−3 10249×10−2

Indicator for no interactions between buyer and seller 10570×10−2 30999×10−2 10434×10−1 30107×10−2

Constant 50807 40524×10−2 50181 60860×10−1

Auction dummies No Yes
Adjusted R-squared 0.0278 0.3548
No. of observations 44,274 44,274

Notes. Dependent variable: ln4bid j i 5. Robust standard errors shown.

plays an important role here. Next, we present the
CDF of ln(Relative Dispersion) in Figure 3. The median
Relative Dispersion within auctions is 30%, whereas
the Relative Dispersion for all of the bids in the data
set is 55%. Because sellers are drawn independently
in sealed bid auctions, the high correlation of bids
within an auction (compared to across auctions) sug-
gests that auction-specific variables, observable and
unobservable, have a significant influence on bids.

To further explore this issue, we regress ln(price)
on a slew of observable auction-, buyer-, and seller-
specific state variables. We present these results in
Model M1 in Table 6. First, as expected, competi-
tion, i.e., the number of bids, has a negative impact
on bid price. On average, auctions with an attach-
ment and those with shorter deadlines receive lower
prices. Buyer- and seller-specific observables also have
a significant impact on bid prices. Buyers from the
developed countries (Region 2) command the lowest
prices, followed by those from the Indian subcontinent
and Eastern Europe (Regions 1 and 3). Furthermore,
buyers with higher past reputations (high mean rat-
ings and number of ratings) receive lower prices. This
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Figure 3 ln4RelativeDispersion+15 for Auctions with Two or More Bids

is also true for buyers who have posted many auc-
tions on the site and those with a high success ratio.
Sellers from developed countries charge the highest
prices, followed by those in the Indian subcontinent.
Many seller reputation variables are also significant,
suggesting that a seller’s past experience and rating
on the site has a significant impact on her bid. In spite
of several significant effects, the overall explanatory
power of the model is quite low (based on the adjusted
R-squared), implying that only a small amount of the
variation in bids is explained by auction-, buyer-, and
seller-specific observables.

The unexplained variance can stem from three fac-
tors: (1) the exogenous variation in sellers’ costs of
doing the jobs, (2) unobserved difficulty of the job (or
unobserved auction heterogeneity), and (3) the strate-
gic behavior of sellers, which is highly nonlinear in
observables and unobservables (Equation (12)), and
hence not captured in this simple regression model.
Because the second and third factors are affected by
unobserved auction heterogeneity, we need to exam-
ine whether it is a significant concern in this setting.
Hence, we modify Model M1 to include auction dum-
mies and present the results in Model M2. Because
of space constraints, we do not present the auction
dummies in the table. Note, however, that 32.31% of
the buyer dummies are significant at the 10% confi-
dence level. Moreover, the R-squared of the model
with buyer dummies (Model M2) jumps to 0.3548
compared to 0.0278 in Model M1. This suggests that
unobserved auction heterogeneity has a significant im-
pact on bids.

To summarize, our preliminary findings suggest
that there are significant variations in bid prices,
and that such variations are driven, at least in part,
by auction-specific unobservables. Armed with these
insights, we now specify and estimate a structural
model of seller behavior in freelance auctions.

6.3. Applying the Model and Estimation to
Freelance Setting

We now adapt our empirical framework to suit our
setting. Note that we have four seller attributes, i.e.,
two continuous (number of ratings and mean rating)
and two discrete (seller geographic region and indi-
cator of past buyer-seller interaction). In the first step,
we need to model each of these seller attributes, the
buyers’ decision model, and use the EM-like algo-
rithm to separate the bid prices. In the second step,
we use these first step estimates to retrieve the costs.

To avoid repetition and adhere to space limitations,
we outline our estimation strategy here and refer inter-
ested readers to the Web Appendix for details.

1. First, we specify nonparametric models of the two
continuous seller attributes, i.e., number of ratings and
mean rating, as functions of observed buyer and auc-
tion attributes Ai. See Web Appendix §C.1 for details.

2. Second, we specify a multinomial logit model of
seller’s geographic region as a function of observed
buyer and auction attributes Ai, and seller’s rating
variables. See Web Appendix §C.2.

3. Third, we specify a logit model of buyer-seller
past interaction, as a function of observed buyer and
auction attributes Ai, seller’s ratings (number and
mean), and geographic region. See Web Appendix §C.3.

4. Figure 4 depicts the KDE of all of the bids in
the data. Note that it is lumpy and does not resem-
ble any parametric distribution. Therefore, we use
the fully nonparametric EM-like separation algorithm.
We distribute all of the bids in the data based on
observed buyer and seller characteristics, and derive
nonparametric mixture distributions of bids. See Web
Appendix §C.4.

5. Fifth, we specify a flexible nested logit model of
buyer decisions. Purely nonparametric models of the
CCP of buyers’ decision, P4·5, are not feasible in our
large state space setting with finite data. Hence, we
parameterize P4·5 using a Generalized Extreme Value
(GEV) distribution such that all bid options are in one
nest; the cancel option is in a separate singleton nest.
See Web Appendix §C.5 for details.

Figure 4 Kernel Density Estimate of All of the Bids in the Data
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6. Sixth, we use all of the estimates from the pre-
vious steps to obtain nonparametric distributions of
seller costs for the K=3 unobserved auction types.
See Web Appendix §D for details.

While we parameterize the estimation of two seller
attributes and the buyers’ decision because of our
large state space, the distributions of bid prices and
seller costs are estimated using fully nonparametric
procedures.

6.4. Results

6.4.1. First Step Results.
Estimates of Seller Attributes. First, we discuss esti-

mates of the nonparametric joint distributions of
number and average rating of bidders. There are no
parametric results in this context except the band-
widths (�t) for the 16 categories. Because these band-
widths are not very informative, in and of themselves,
we do not present them here. However, we note that
the KDEs are very good at approximating the joint
distributions of these two attributes.

Second, consider the results from the multinomial
logit model of seller region; see Table A3 in the
Web Appendix for the parameter estimates. In this
model, we include all of the buyer- and auction-
specific attributes, seller mean rating, number of seller
ratings, and their interactions as explanatory vari-
ables. There are a few interesting points of note. First,
everything else being constant, buyers in the Indian
subcontinent and developed countries are more likely
to attract sellers from their own region. This effect
likely stems from lower communication costs and
similarities in intellectual property restrictions within
a region. Next, we find that sellers bidding in popu-
lar auctions (with a large number of bids) are more
likely to be in the Indian subcontinent and less likely
to be in developed countries. Buyers who have hosted
many auctions in the past and have canceled few auc-
tions are more likely to attract sellers from developed
countries and the Indian subcontinent; buyers with
high average ratings are more likely to attract sellers
from the Indian subcontinent and less likely to attract
those from developed countries. Furthermore, sellers
with the lowest mean ratings are likely to be in the
Indian subcontinent, followed by those from devel-
oped countries, and Eastern Europe.

Next, consider the findings from the logit model
for the indicator of past buyer-seller interaction. (See
Table A4 in the Web Appendix for estimates.) Auc-
tions that receive many bids and have detailed project
attachments are less likely to attract sellers with whom
the buyer has interacted in the past. Furthermore, buy-
ers who have a good record on the website, e.g., many
past auctions, high success ratio, few canceled auc-
tions, are more likely to draw sellers with whom they
have interacted in the past. Similarly, sellers with a

good reputation on the site, i.e., high number of ratings
and average rating, are more likely to have interacted
with the buyer. Finally, sellers from the Indian sub-
continent and Eastern Europe are less likely, and those
from developed countries are more likely, to bid on
auctions by buyers with whom they have interacted.

Estimates of Nonparametric Mixture Distributions of
Bid Prices. We consider three unobserved types of
auctions 8v11v21v39 and pool the observed state vari-
ables into 18 bins. So we recover a total of 54 bid
distributions. To give a general idea of the extent to
which unobserved type vi affects bid prices, we pool
all bids based on vis (without separating them based
on observables), and present three KDs, one for each
type, in Figures 5–7. The complete distribution of all

Figure 5 Kernel Density Estimate of Bids from Low Type Auctions
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Figure 6 Kernel Density Estimate of Bids from Medium Type Auctions

Figure 7 Kernel Density Estimate of Bids from High Type Auctions
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Figure 8 (Color online) Cumulative Density Functions of Bid
Distributions for Low, Medium, and High Types
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of the bids is shown in Figure 4 to give us a sense of
how the overall distribution looks before the split.

The three unobserved auction types are referred to
as Low, Medium, and High. They are distributed as
follows: Low type—17.07%, Medium type—46.47%,
and High type—36.45%. That is, nearly 17% of the
auctions consist of low difficulty or low cost jobs,
nearly a third (36.45%) of them consist of very high
difficulty or high cost jobs, whereas the majority of
the jobs (≈46%) are medium cost.

One common pattern in all three KDEs is that there
are clear modalities at multiples of 50. However, the
similarities end there. Note that the Low type KDE
is FOSD by the Medium type KDE, which in turn is
FOSD by the High type KDE (Figure 8). For the Low
type KDE, bids are dispersed over a wide range of
$100 to $500. The median of this distribution is $300,
and the 75th percentile is $400. Less than 20% of the
bids in this distribution are close to the MaxBid $500.
By contrast, for the Medium KDE, the weight is more
skewed towards the right, near $500, though there
is significant weight near $400 and $450, and some
weight near $300 and $350. Here, the 25th percentile
is $300, while the median is much higher at $450. Fur-
thermore, close to 40% of the bids in this type are
$500 or more unlike the Low type KDE, where less
than 20% of the bids were $500 or more. Finally, in the
high type KDE, almost all of the weight is near the
MaxBid $500. These are auctions in which all bidders
uniformly bid either $500 or very close to it.

Estimates of Buyers’ Equilibrium Allocation Rule. The
parameter estimates from the Nested Logit model
need not be interpreted as primitives of buyers’ utili-
ties. Treating them as CCPs is sufficient to infer seller
costs. However, if we want to model buyer entry or
run full equilibrium counterfactuals, we must treat
them as structural parameters (see the entry model
presented in Web Appendix §E and the counterfactual
discussion in §6.7).10

10 In fact, given that we do not specify a buyer optimization prob-
lem, a structural interpretation of these estimates is likely to be

Figure 9 (Color online) Cumulative Density Functions of Estimated
Costs for Low, Medium, and High Types
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We now briefly discuss the main results here (inter-
ested readers should refer to Model N1 in Table A5 in
the Web Appendix for details). First, we find that buy-
ers’ probability of picking a bid is decreasing in price.
The interaction effect of price and number of deadline
days is positive; with longer deadlines, buyers tend to
be less price sensitive. Next, we find that buyers tend
to pick sellers with a good reputation on the website.
However, the marginal impact of each additional rat-
ing is decreasing. Furthermore, buyers have a strong
tendency to pick sellers with whom they have worked
in the past. Buyers also exhibit a preference for sellers
from Eastern Europe, followed by those from devel-
oped countries, and buyers prefer not to pick sellers
from the Indian subcontinent. Buyers are more likely
to choose a bid (as opposed to canceling the auction)
if they post auctions with long deadlines and project
attachments. Buyers who have few uncanceled and
many successful past auctions are less likely to can-
cel. Finally, the nesting parameter is estimated to be
0.371, which suggests that buyers’ unobservable pref-
erences for bids have a component that is correlated
across bid options.

6.4.2. Second Step Results: Seller Cost and Mar-
ket Power. Finally, we present the results on seller
cost distributions. As with the bid distributions, these
cost distributions can be further partitioned based on
observables. However, we first present the cost dis-
tributions for the three unobserved types, and then
deconstruct the sources of cost variation in §6.5.

CDFs of seller costs for Low, Medium, and High
type auctions are shown in Figure 9 and their sum-
mary statistics in Table 7. The three cost distributions
are significantly different. As in the case of bid distri-
butions, the cost distribution of Low type auctions is
FOSD by that of Medium type auctions, which in turn

flawed. However, the inferred CCPs themselves are consistent
because they capture buyers’ equilibrium behavior, on which sellers
base their decision. Hence, they are sufficient to infer seller costs.
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Table 7 Summary Statistics of Cost Distributions, with Three, Two, and One Unobserved Types

Number of types Type Average 25th perc. 50th perc. 75th perc. Pop. prob. (%)

Three types Low type 206053 107070 195055 323013 17007
Medium type 286055 236013 322049 365028 46047

High type 362006 362093 365014 365054 36045

Two types Low type 263020 193032 280063 365003 62042
High type 361056 362087 365015 365055 37057

One type 301004 262053 363049 365059 100

is FOSD by the cost distribution of High type auc-
tions. For Low type auctions, the costs are, on aver-
age, quite low and there is a significant variation in
costs across sellers. The median cost is $195.55 while
the 75th percentile is $323.13. For Medium type auc-
tions, the costs are generally higher, with the median
cost being $322.49. Finally, for High type auctions, the
costs are even higher, with a median of $365.

Next, we present the estimated distributions of
margins for the three unobserved types in Figure 10.
Margin distributions give us a measure of sellers’
market power and the extent of competitiveness in
the marketplace. We find that seller margins are, on
average, 15% of the bid. That is, on average, if the
seller bids $100 and wins, her cost is $70, she pays
a commission of $15 to the site, and keeps $15. In
terms of dollar amounts, almost all of the margins lie
between $35 and $100. Specifically, the median mar-
gins for sellers in Low, Medium, and High type auc-
tions are $61.81, $72.16, and $74.53, respectively. Our
findings suggest that this marketplace is quite com-
petitive and that sellers do not wield much market
power.

Of particular importance, the estimated margin dis-
tributions for the three types are significantly different.
Recall that if the unobserved auction type is multi-
plicatively/additively separable from costs, then the
distribution of seller margins would just be scaled up
across auction types. However, that is not the case
here. Thus, our findings affirm the invalidity of the
multiplicative and additive separability assumptions,

Figure 10 (Color online) Cumulative Density Function of Estimated
Margins for Low, Medium, and High Types
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and highlight the importance of allowing for nonmul-
tiplicatively separable common shocks to seller costs
in auctions.

6.5. Explaining Differences in Sellers’ Costs
We now examine how auction, buyer, and seller
characteristics affect seller costs. Recall that costs
are functions of auction and seller characteristics
as well as that of seller’s private shock, i.e., cji =
cji4Ai1vi1Xji1c̃ji5. In small state spaces, the impact of
auction and seller attributes can be understood by
simply examining cost distributions at each combina-
tion of these state variables. However in large state
spaces, we must impose some structure to further
explore this issue. Hence, following Haile et al. (2003),
we expand cost as

cji =T4Ai1Xji5+
3
∑

k=2

�kI4vi =vk5+ c̃ji1 (21)

where T4·5 is a function of observed auction and
seller characteristics, I4vi =vk5 is the indicator that
auction i is of unobserved auction type k (the effect of
the Low type, k=1, is set to zero), �ks are the coeffi-
cients for the indicators, and c̃ji are i.i.d. draws of sell-
ers’ private costs. Then, the expected cost of seller j
in auction i is

E6cji7=T4Ai1Xji5+
3
∑

k=2

�ik�k+ c̃ji1 (22)

where �iks are posterior probabilities of auction i
belonging to type k. Based on Equation (22), we
regress the expected cost on Ai, Xji, and posterior-
weighted unobserved types. The results are shown in
Table 8.

First, the unobserved type of the auction has a sig-
nificant impact on sellers’ costs. Compared to a low
type auction, a medium type auction costs a seller
$109 more, and a high type auction costs her $190
more. This reiterates the importance of accounting
for unobserved auction heterogeneity. Second, we
find that buyer-specific variables have a significant
impact on seller costs. Sellers find it cheaper to work
with buyers from Eastern Europe, buyers who give
detailed project instructions (through project attach-
ments), and those who have posted many success-
ful auctions on the site. They also prefer experienced
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Table 8 Explaining Variations in Seller

Explanatory variables Coefficient Std. error

Buyer region=1 −10377 3.633
Buyer region=2 −20131 2.749
Buyer region=3 −10097 3.447
Ind. auction attachment=1 −70940 1.725
ln(Deadline_days+15 10561 0.576
Buyer’s success ratio −70678 3.217
ln(No. of auctions uncanceled by buyer) −50469 2.121
ln(Buyer tenure in days+15 20338 0.462
Indicator no. of buyer ratings=0 42027 16.08
ln(No. of buyer ratings+15 50247 2.258
Buyer mean rating 4centered5 30009 1.621
ln(No. of buyer ratings+15×
Buyer mean rating (centered) −20533 1.097

Indicator no. of seller ratings=0 −80252 4.253
ln(No. of seller ratings+15 50671 0.859
Seller mean rating (centered) −10474 0.474
Seller region=1 20047 2.104
Seller region=2 10041 3.836
Seller region=3 −80664 2.725
Seller region=Buyer region −30482 3.142
Indicator for no interactions 22801 33.09

between buyer and seller
Indicator high type auction 19003 2.521
Indicator medium type auction 10900 2.560
Constant −80067 33.92
Adjusted R-squared 0.1511
No. of observations 44,274

Notes. Dependent variable: E6cost j i 7. Robust standard errors shown.

buyers and those who have a good reputation on
the site. Recall that sellers also face an information
asymmetry problem in this context. If a transaction
runs into difficulties, the seller may have to initiate
a lengthy arbitration process through the site or for-
feit her earnings. In general, experienced buyers who
have successfully conducted many auctions in the
past are less likely to make unreasonable demands
and are more likely to be clear about their require-
ments. Thus transacting with them is likely to be less
costly compared to a new buyer who may be difficult
to work with both due to ignorance of the landscape
as well as lack of incentives to behave well. Third,
sellers find it significantly more costly to transact with
buyers with whom they have not interacted before.
This mirrors our previous finding on buyers’ prefer-
ence for sellers with whom they have interacted.

Fourth, we find that the seller’s own geographic
location and past experience on the site have a signifi-
cant impact on her costs. An interesting finding in this
context is that new sellers have significantly lower
costs compared to experienced and reputed sellers.
At first glance, this may seem surprising because
experienced and higher reputation sellers are more
likely to have lower programming costs. However,
this becomes understandable once we realize that there
are other aspects to costs. New sellers need to build

Figure 11 (Color online) Cumulative Density Function of Estimated
Cost with One Type
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a reputation, so they have higher marginal benefits
of winning a job and getting good ratings. On the
other hand, the marginal benefit of winning another
job and another rating is low for sellers who have
done many jobs already. Sellers with few past ratings
also have lower opportunity costs compared to expe-
rienced sellers. The latter are more likely to win other
auctions that they may bid on in the near future.11

6.6. Validation and Robustness Checks

6.6.1. Validation. We now compare the results from
our model with two other models, i.e., one with
no unobserved heterogeneity (one type) and another
with two unobserved types. The bias due to ignor-
ing unobserved heterogeneity is measured using two
metrics: “Absolute Horizontal Distance” (DA) and
“Relative Horizontal Distance” (DR).

DA4Fa1Fb5=
∫ 1

0
�F −1

a 4s5−F −1
b 4s5�ds3

DR4Fa1Fb5=
∫ 1

0

�F −1
a 4s5−F −1

b 4s5�

F −1
a 4s5

ds1
(23)

where Fa and Fb are the CDFs of the two distributions.
The model with no unobserved heterogeneity gives

us a single cost distribution, shown in Figure 11. Its
performance is quite inferior compared to our main
model with three unobserved types (see Tables 7
and 9). It significantly overpredicts seller costs for
Low and Medium type auctions and underpredicts
the costs for High type auctions (for more than 40%
of the sellers).

Now consider a model with two unobserved types.
This gives us two cost distributions, shown in Fig-
ure 12. The inferred population probabilities of the
two types are 62.42% and 37.57%. Note that the pop-
ulation probability of the High type auctions in this

11 We do not include the number of bidders in this regression
because we have an independent private values setting; the num-
ber of other sellers in the market has no impact on a seller’s private
cost of doing the job.
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Table 9 Absolute and Relative Distance Metrics Comparing the Cost Distributions of Models One and Two Types with the
Model with Three Types

Comparing one type with three types Comparing two types with three types

Absolute distance Relative distance (%) Absolute distance Relative distance (%)

DA4F31L1F11L5=56067 DR4F31L1F11L5=90083 DA4F31L1F21L5=56067 DR4F31L1F21L5=50073
DA4F31M 1F11M 5=23034 DR4F31M 1F11M 5=7094 DA4F31M 1F21L5=23034 DR4F31M 1F21L5=12073
DA4F31H 1F11H 5=1007 DR4F31H 1F11H 5=17079 DA4F31H 1F21H 5=1007 DR4F31H 1F21H 5=0037

Notes. F31L1F31M 1F31H are the CDFs of cost distributions for the three types when we allow for three unobserved types. Similarly,
F21L1F21M 1F21H and F11L1F11M 1F11H are the CDFs of cost distributions when we allow for two and one types, respectively.

model is very similar to that in the model with three
unobserved types (36.45%). The cost distributions for
the High types in the two models are also very simi-
lar; see the distance metrics in Table 9 and Figures 9
and 12. Thus, this model can recover the cost and pop-
ulation distribution of High type auctions. However,
because it pools the Low and Medium type auctions
into one group, it overpredicts the costs of Low type
auctions and underpredicts the costs of Medium type
auctions.

A natural question that arises here is whether there
are more than three unobserved types in the data. So
we experimented with more than three types. Recall
that to recover four types, we need seven or more
bids per auction (see §3.4). Because more than 50%
of the auctions receive at least seven bids, identifica-
tion is theoretically feasible, if there are indeed four
unobserved types in the marketplace. Yet we could
not recover a fourth type. We thus conclude that three
unobserved types are sufficient for this setting.

6.6.2. Robustness Checks. We now present three
empirical tests to confirm the robustness of our results.

First, we examine the impact of relaxing Assump-
tion 6, so that buyers’ decisions are allowed to be
functions of the unobserved auction-specific vari-
able, vi. In this case, we include a parametric model of
buyer behavior within the EM-like loop, and recover
both nonparametric estimates of bids and a para-
metric model of buyer decisions as functions of the

Figure 12 (Color online) Cumulative Density Function of Estimated
Costs for Two Unobserved Types
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unobservable vi, along with population distribution
of types. The results from this extension are very sim-
ilar to those from our base model (see Model N2 in
Table A5 in the Web Appendix). This suggests that
identification of the unobserved types comes from the
variation in bids, and not from the variation in buyer
decisions.

Second, we test the validity of Assumption 7. Recall
that our EM-like algorithm is essentially a fixed point
algorithm. In an identified model, there is a unique
fixed point. Hence, to test the validity of Assump-
tion 7, we only need to examine whether the fixed
point from an EM-like algorithm with Assumption 7
is the same as that from an algorithm that does
not make this assumption. The two fixed points can
be equivalent if and only if GX4Xji �Ai5=GX4Xji �Ai1
vi =k5 ∀k. Because we have estimated a fixed point of
the system using Assumption 7, we already have an
estimate of ĜX4Xji �Ai1vi5. So if we can now show that

ĜX4Xji �Ai1vi =Low5 = ĜX4Xji �Ai1vi =Medium5

= ĜX4Xji �Ai1vi =High5 (24)

using current posterior estimates, then we have shown
that the fixed point from the two algorithms are
the same.

Thus using our posterior estimates, we test the dis-
tributional equality of seller attributes for the three
unobserved types, and find them statistically indis-
tinguishable; see the findings for the reputation vari-
ables, ln(Sum of seller ratings), in Figure A4 in the
Web Appendix. The findings for other seller-specific
variables are similar. These findings confirm that
Assumption 7 is valid for our setting.

Finally, we allow bidders to have uncertainty on
number of bids received in the auction. We model
the t-th bidder’s expectations on the number of bids
she expects the auction to receive using a truncated
Poisson model

H4qi �4qi>t51Oi1vi1ri1�p5=
e�i ·4�i5

qi

qi!
·

1
Pr4qi>t5

0 (25)

Using the estimates from the Poisson model of the
number of bids received by an auction (see Web
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Appendix §E), we now draw from the truncated
Poisson specified above to generate seller t’s beliefs
on the number of bids received by auction i and use
it to generate the expected probabilities of winning.
We find that the cost estimates from this more com-
plex model are similar to that from the original (see
Table A7 in the Web Appendix).

6.7. Counterfactual Simulations
We now use our estimates to answer policy ques-
tions that are of importance to managers of freelance
sites. For any regime change, there are two possible
methods to solve for counterfactuals. First, treat the
estimates of buyers’ decisions as simply CCPs, ignore
buyer entry, and re-solve sellers’ decisions given
CCPs. While this approach does not require us to take
a parametric stance on buyer decisions, the down-
side is that it ignores the fact that buyers may choose
not to enter the market under different counterfactual
scenarios. The second option is to treat the buyers’
decision model estimates as structural parameters,
estimate a model of buyer entry, and re-solve buy-
ers’ entry and choice decisions simultaneously with
seller decisions to obtain the new equilibrium. With
reliable estimates of buyers’ entry and choice models,
this method is likely to give more realistic estimates
of counterfactual outcomes because it solves for a full,
rather than a partial, equilibrium. In two-sided mar-
kets such as ours, full counterfactuals are valuable; so
we take the latter approach.

To this end, we specify and estimate a structural
model of buyer entry in Web Appendix E.12 A buyer
entry model requires us to treat the estimates from the
buyer’s choice model on entry as structural parame-
ters that define the utility of profit-maximizing buy-
ers. We model buyers’ beliefs on the number of bids
they expect to receive using a Poisson model, and the
actual entry decision using a binary logit model. Both
of these models are allowed to be functions of the
auction-specific unobservable and estimated within
the EM-like loop. See Web Appendix E for details of
these models and results.

Each counterfactual requires us to numerically re-
solve for the equilibrium following a policy change.
To obtain the counterfactuals, we use a backward so-
lution strategy, i.e., we first derive the equilibrium
bidding strategies of sellers given buyers’ entry and
choice behavior. Next, we go back and solve for opti-
mal entry from buyers’ perspective. Then we combine
these two steps to compute the equilibrium outcome

12 Note that modeling buyer or seller entry is not essential to obtain
unbiased seller cost estimates as long as the maximum bid is non-
binding and there are no acquisition costs (a natural assumption
in Internet settings, since sellers do not need to spend signifi-
cant resources to understand their own valuation); see Athey and
Haile (2007).

for the entire system. See §F in the Web Appendix for
step-by-step details.

Note that our counterfactuals should be interpreted
cautiously with the necessary caveats. First, we assume
that sellers face zero bidding costs, which may not
always be true, in which case estimates of the Poisson
bid arrival model in the entry model may not hold
under counterfactual scenarios. Second, buyers and
sellers may be solving a dynamic across-auction opti-
mization problem rather than a static within-auction
problem. Third, they may also be substituting across
different freelance sites. All these factors can influence
outcomes in the real world.

6.7.1. Who Is More Important: Buyers or Sell-
ers? Given our two-sided market, the most impor-
tant question from a manager’s perspective is: Who
is more important to the site: sellers or buyers? While
there may be positive externalities to growing both
sides of the market, it may be profitable to focus on
one of them due to resource constraints.

To answer this question, we conduct two sets of
counterfactuals. In the first, we increase the number
of sellers in each auction by a specific amount, while
keeping their distribution constant. We then recom-
pute the new equilibrium outcomes (buyer entry, bid-
ding strategy, and buyer choice) and derive the new
auction clearance rates and revenue for the site. In
the second set, we increase the number of buyers and
proportionally redistribute the sellers in the system
among all of the auctions (so each auction gets fewer
bids).13 The results from the two experiments are
shown in Figures 13 and 14. In both experiments, the
effect of increased supply is positive. This is expected,
everything else being constant: Attracting more sellers
or more buyers has a positive impact on the auction
clearance rate and site revenue. However, the source
of this increased revenue and its magnitude is quite
different across the two cases.

Increasingly seller supply has the following effect:
From the sellers’ perspective, it increases competi-
tion, which induces them to bid lower in equilibrium.
This has a positive impact on buyer entry because
more buyers enter the market in anticipation of bet-
ter bid prices. Furthermore, lower prices also mean
that a larger fraction of posted auctions are success-
ful since buyers are more likely to pick a bid rather
than cancel. So overall, the site mediates more trans-
actions (Figure 13). However, the increase in revenue
is lower than that implied by the increase in clear-
ance rate. This is because successful auctions are now
clearing at lower prices due to increased competition.

13 One can do this without decreasing the number of bids in each
auction, in which case the results are stronger. However, it is more
reasonable to model some drop-off in the number of bids per
auction when increasing buyer supply.
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Figure 13 (Color online) Impact of Increasing Seller Supply
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For instance, a 40% increase in the number of sellers
per auction leads to a 22% increase in the number of
successful auctions, but only a 5.5% increase in rev-
enue. Thus the lower clearance prices due to the com-
petition effect largely overwhelm the higher clearance
rates due to the market expansion.

Now consider the effect of increasing buyer sup-
ply. In this case, there are fewer bids per auction, and
sellers increase their prices in response to lower com-
petition. From the buyers’ perspective, this is doubly
harmful because not only do they have fewer bids
to choose from, but these bids are also more expen-
sive. So they are less likely to enter the auction. Thus,
the increase in buyer/auction supply does not trans-
late to a proportional increase in successful auctions.
However, the auctions that do clear, now do so at a
higher price, leading to a significant increase in site
revenues. In fact, in this case, the softer competition
dominates the market contraction effect. For example,
a 40% increase in auction/buyer supply only leads
to a 17% increase in successful auctions, but a 25%
increase in revenues; see Figure 14.

The recurring theme in these results is that the
competition effect is stronger than the market expan-
sion effect in this marketplace. Hence, for the same
percentage increase, buyers always provide higher

Figure 14 (Color online) Impact of Increasing Buyer Supply
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revenues than sellers. An important managerial impli-
cation of these findings is that the site should focus
on attracting more buyers since they are more valu-
able. Note that the site can grow its buyer-base using
many mechanisms, e.g., premium services for buyers,
targeted advertising to attract buyers in developed
countries, better monetary incentives, etc. We do not
recommend a specific mechanism that the site should
use since we do not have information on the costs
of implementing these mechanisms, and hence cannot
evaluate their relative merits.

6.7.2. Which Auction Type Is More Important: Low,
Medium or High? In the second counterfactual, we
continue to study site revenues, but focus on auction
types instead of site participants. Recall that we
retrieved three types of auctions, i.e., Low, Medium,
and High, with significant price differentials across
auction types; e.g., the average price difference be-
tween High and Low type auctions is $150. Because
the site’s profits come from commission revenues, an
important question that a manager faces is: Should the
site encourage high value auctions (e.g., through lower
commissions or other subsidies) and discourage low
and medium value auctions?

To answer this question, we run three counterfactu-
als. In the first, we replace all High type auctions with
Low and Medium type auctions using a proportional
redistribution. Then we simulate the outcomes and
recalculate site revenues. Similarly, in the second and
third experiments, we replace Medium and High type
auctions, respectively, and recalculate site revenues.
The results from the three experiments are shown as
stacked bar graphs in Figure 15, with the first bar
denoting the revenues in the base case (normalized
to 1). The stacking denotes the relative contribution of
a specific auction type to the total revenue. The size
of the total bar depicts the relative increase/decrease
in total revenues compared to the base case.

Figure 15 Impact of Excluding Specific Auction Types
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Interestingly, we find that all three auction types
are almost equally valuable. In the base case, the
Low, Medium, and High type auctions contribute at
almost the same proportion as their population distri-
bution. Surprisingly, when we replace High type auc-
tions with Medium and Low types, the total revenue
and the relative contribution of Low and Medium
type auctions is almost the same. Note that while
High type auctions invite higher bids and bring in
larger commissions, they also clear at lower rates due
to higher prices. Thus, their overall contribution is
not much higher than Low/Medium type auctions,
which clear at lower prices, but do so with higher
frequency. The same pattern repeats in the second
and third experiments, for similar reasons. So the site
should not promote one specific type of auction at the
expense of others.

6.7.3. Value of Sellers from Different Geographic
Regions. We now examine whether sellers from a
specific geographic region are more valuable than
those from other regions. If so, the site can incentivize
these sellers over others. This issue is of relevance to
policymakers too, since online freelancing is increas-
ingly contributing to offshore outsourcing of jobs.

We conduct four experiments in this context. In
each experiment we drop sellers from a specific region
and proportionally replace them with sellers from the
other three regions. Buyers and sellers are allowed
to respond to the changes in the system by modify-
ing their own strategic behavior. For example, sell-
ers are allowed to change their bids in response to
the change in competition, and buyers are allowed to
modify their entry and choice decisions. We also pre-
serve the correlations between other seller attributes
within the seller geographic regions to ensure that
the results are as realistic as possible. We present the
results in Figure 16. The first two bars show the num-
ber of successful auctions and revenue in the base
case, which are normalized to one. The next set of

Figure 16 Impact of Excluding Sellers from a Region
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bars depicts these metrics (relative to the base case)
for a scenario wherein sellers from the Indian subcon-
tinent (region 1) are proportionally replaced by sellers
from other regions. Similar bar graphs for regions 2, 3,
and 4 are shown next.

Buyers’ high and low preferences for sellers from
developed countries (region 2) and the Indian sub-
continent (region 1), respectively, have already been
established (see Table A5 in the Web Appendix). How-
ever, it does not necessarily follow that sellers from
region 2 (region 1) are more (less) valuable to the site
since sellers compensate for this in their bids. Con-
sider the effects at play in the first experiment. First,
knowing buyers’ preferences, sellers from regions 2, 3,
and 4 are likely to submit higher bids than those
from region 1. This is the primary effect of changing
the distribution of seller types. Of course, since this
is an equilibrium setting, sellers will increase their
prices a bit more than that implied by the first-order
change because they realize that their competitors are
also increasing their prices. This second-order reaction
softens competition even more. From the buyers’ per-
spective, this is not unalloyed good news. While they
have access to more sellers from preferred regions,
these sellers are also charging higher prices. If the
increase in bid prices is not offset by the increase in
utility from seller regions, buyers are not only less
likely to enter, but are also more likely to cancel
posted auctions. If the fraction of auctions clearing
falls, then, for the experiment to be profitable, this
loss must be offset by the increase in commission rev-
enues from higher prices. Thus, the overall direction-
ality and magnitude of the effect of changing seller
regions is not clear a priori.

The main finding from our experiments is that sell-
ers from the Indian subcontinent are the least valuable
to the site. If the site can replace them with sellers
from other regions, it is likely to be better off. Simi-
larly, we find that sellers from developed countries are
the most valuable to the site and losing them can neg-
atively impact site revenues. The role of sellers from
regions 3 and 4 is negligible.

7. Conclusion
Beauty contests are procurement mechanisms where-
by the auctioneer does not specify an allocation
rule. Instead he picks a winner based on price as
well as other considerations such as seller reputa-
tion. Unlike traditional price-only auctions, beauty
contests have no closed-form bidding strategies and
suffer from nonmultiplicatively separable unobserved
auction heterogeneity. This makes their estimation
challenging.

In this paper, we present an empirical framework
to model and estimate seller costs in beauty contest
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auctions. We formulate beauty contests as two stage
games of strategic interaction with incomplete infor-
mation, and present a two step method to estimate
them. Our proposed method of formulating and esti-
mating beauty contest auctions offers many advan-
tages. First, it can be used to estimate auctions that
do not have prespecified allocation rules. Second, it
is computationally simple and does not require us to
solve for equilibrium bidding strategies, which is a
challenging task in this complex setting. Third, it does
not impose any optimality assumptions on the buyer
or third-party site that conducts the auction. Fourth, it
does not require any parametric assumptions on seller
types, seller attributes, or bid distributions.

Of particular importance, our method provides
a clean solution to the problem of auction-specific
unobserved heterogeneity. Our method does not
require multiplicative separability assumptions, and
can be applied to a wide range of auction set-
tings. We show that it is possible to accommodate
auction-specific unobservables through finite unob-
served types in our two step estimator. In the first
step, we present constructive proof of identification
and propose a nonparametric EM-like algorithm to
recover the nonparametric estimates of underlying
bid distributions as well as the population distribu-
tion of unobserved types. These first stage estimates
are then used to derive the nonparametric distribu-
tion of sellers’ private costs.

Our method is applicable to a large range of
marketing problems where a decision-maker chooses
from a set of interested parties without prespecifying
a decision rule, especially when market-specific unob-
servables play a significant role in the strategic behav-
ior of participants, e.g., online dating settings, digital
advertising, real-estate bidding, hiring, and contract-
ing scenarios.

We apply our method to data on beauty contest
auctions from a leading freelance site. We derive the
inferred dollar values of sellers’ costs in this market-
place and show that cost differences across freelancers
can be explained by heterogeneity in geographic loca-
tion, past experience on the site, previous interactions
with the buyer, and by unobserved auction difficulty.
We show that there are three unobserved types of
auctions and derive their population distributions.
We find that the sellers in this marketplace do not
enjoy high margins, with average percentage mar-
gins around 15% of the bids, i.e., the marketplace is
quite competitive. We also find that not accounting for
unobserved heterogeneity can significantly bias the
seller cost estimates. Based on our estimates, we run
counterfactuals to provide recommendations to iden-
tify the most valuable players in the marketplace. We
find that even though it is a two-sided marketplace,
the site should focus on growing its buyers’ side (over

the sellers’ side) and attracting more local sellers from
developed countries.

Our approach can be easily extended to allow
sellers to optimize not only price but also other
attributes (e.g., price and delivery time) by specify-
ing and solving for a system of first order conditions.
Future researchers may want to extend our approach
in useful directions such as seller-specific unobserv-
ables visible to buyers and modeling across auction
dynamics.

Supplemental Material
Supplemental material to this paper is available at http://dx
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